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“Capital is superabundant and
global financial assets are now 10
times global GDP, making talent
and ideas [rather than capital] the
binding constraint on growth in
most large companies.”
The Firm of the Future
Bain Consulting

Tomorrow’s World Is Here
By Toby Turner, Managing Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search
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As the World Economic Forum recently
declared, we have now entered a fourth
industrial revolution, one that is exponential
on a scale we have never previously
experienced.

and ideas [rather than capital] the binding constraint on
growth in most large companies.
Findings from KPMG’s 2017 US CEO Outlook Survey reflect
what our clients are telling us at Holtby Turner: “Technology
may be driving transformation, but succeeding in the
cognitive era requires enlightened talent management

This fourth industrial revolution brings sweeping changes to

and an understanding of where an organization can create

organisations and their people around the world - not only

value. It’s not just technology; it’s about people and values,

to the very future of work - but the future of management

and the ability to create an organization that can adapt to

and the fabric that builds corporate culture.

accelerating change.”

It made me think of when Bill Gates famously said: “We

So, just how must our thinking evolve so that real estate

always overestimate the change that will occur in the next

embraces this opportunity? Perhaps, of more importance,

two years and underestimate the change that will occur in

how will leaders in real estate steer us through this change?

the next ten.”
CEOs in our industry know this and are embracing longIf the fourth industrial revolution is indeed marked by

term innovation strategies to increase their speed,

exponential velocity, scope, and systems impact, where

strength and scale in the market. We see investments in

will it be not just a year from now, but ten years from now,

data and analytics, and cognitive technologies including

and beyond?

AI and machine learning. Integrated, intelligent networks

The largest drivers of worldwide business change, now
and in the foreseeable future, are technologies around
automation, artificial intelligence (AI) and social networks.
Each carry tremendous impact on how we communicate,
collaborate and work; not just in our own industries, but
globally and across every industry.
Professor Andrew Baum’s 2017 report, PropTech 3.0: The
Future Of Real Estate, predicts a future where “driverless
cars, airborne cars and drones will change the configuration
and locational qualities of logistics space, retail space,
parking and residential property.” He suggests there will be
“a landscape of high rise high density buildings surrounded

such as these are helping push productivity and smarter
connections between products and services, and
suppliers and customers. Without these technologies, this
exponential opportunity for innovation and growth simply
wouldn’t be possible.
A Brave New World: Innovating Real Estate? explores the
relationship technology has to innovation, and the
relationship real estate itself has with technology today.
Moving away from merely discussing why we must innovate,
we look at how real estate can innovate. Practical insights
from some of the brightest minds in our industry, and those
from technology and innovation, share their views.

by low rise, low density agriculture, warehousing and

We hope it’s an insightful read and raises some thought

parking sites.”

provoking questions!

Such transformation demands high levels of diversification
and adaptation in our workforces around the world. How
can we prepare our people for this digital disruption? And,
more importantly, how can we seize the vast opportunities
to innovate it offers us?
Global strategy consultancy Bain agrees. In The Firm of the
Future it notes that capital is superabundant and global

Toby Turner, Managing Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search
holtbyturner.co.uk

financial assets are now 10 times global GDP, making talent
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The Seven Qualities
Behind The World’s Most
Innovative Organisations
By Nathan Waterhouse, Innovation Consultant
Umbel.Ltd

In their CEO Pulse Survey, PwC asked CEOs what they thought were the
most important ingredients for successful innovation in their business.

What are the most important ingredients for successful innovation at a company?

FIRST CHOICE

26%

26%

9%

Strong visionary business
leadership

Having the right culture
to foster and support
innovation

The willingness to
challenge organizational
norms and take risks

TOP 3 MENTIONS

57%

44%

37%

Having the right culture
to foster and support
innovation

Strong visionary business
leadership

The willingness to
challenge organizational
norms and take risks
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I’ve seen what works and what doesn’t when it comes to
innovation and change management - from early days

Enable

at Richard Ellis, Lendlease and Tesco through to 11 years

How effective is your organisation at enabling and

at IDEO - the innovation consultancy who designed the

supporting employees to try new things?

first mouse for Apple and the world’s first laptop.
Today, when consulting with senior leaders in real
estate and beyond, I begin with a simple game called
‘Innovation Behaviours’. Here the seven qualities of
highly innovative organisations are brought to life
with clear examples everyone involved can grasp.

Nucor, steel business and third most profitable in the
US, empowers its workforce to think of new ways to
innovate steel production, by encouraging a culture
of experimentation. The signs that hang around the
factory asking employees to “Have a questioning
attitude” and “Analyse [their] job” continually reinforce
this behaviour. Nucor’s values also encourage making a
positive environmental impact. Thanks to this focus, they

The Seven Qualities Behind The
World’s Most Innovative Organisations
Align
How aligned is your organisational purpose and strategy
to the change you want to make? How much do your
employees “get it”?
Smart leaders know that Generation Y - and what
we are seeing from Generation Z too - have a strong
preference for organisations whose higher purpose
runs through everything they do, from product
development to brand voice and customer care, with

have been implementing non-traditional steel making
techniques that use 90% less energy, surpassing many
American energy requirements.

Collaborate
How efficient is your organisation at generating and
implementing ideas together, both internally and
externally?
With the rise of today’s connected workforce, gathering
insights from front-line staff and feeding those through to
departments responsible for decision-making dramatically
increases your organisation’s innovation strengths.

everything in between held together by this purpose.

Connecting staff to each other to share lessons and insights

This is seen in the example of CEMEX, a now multinational

on different continents, is rapidly seen as a necessity to stay

building materials company which began humbly in 1906

commercially competitive. But it’s not just about how well

in Mexico and serves as an inspiration to those in real

you connect internally, but also how well you embrace ideas

estate in how to radically transform themselves. Most of

from your customers and suppliers that will help give you

CEMEX’s rapid growth came in the 80’s and largely through

the edge over the competition.

acquisition. Many organisations that grow this way suffer
from a lack of cohesiveness and sharing between acquired

about the way they work, even if geographically miles apart

How do your people collaborate within your organisation to

businesses. CEMEX recognised the value of creating a single

ensure ideas aren’t overlooked or poorly developed?

global culture to increase knowledge sharing and innovation

Whilst at IDEO, I co-founded a software platform called

and help them compete in a rapidly global market.
CEMEX’s radical growth and profitability has been attributed
to its innovation capability, initiated by their CEO Lorenzo
Zambrano in the early 1990s. This began with creating
networks across the firm to enable individuals’ interaction
regardless of position, location or function. Networks
are geared towards strategic imperatives, functions, and
common interests. The transformation led to a corporationwide innovation program delivering sales and profit growth

OI Engine that helped organisations to engage their
employees to share their insights and ideas to help push
the needle on innovation. We worked with clients such as
British Airways and Hewlett Packard to create cost savings
and new revenue in excess of tens of millions of pounds
from the direct contributions of employees and customers.
This is an important trend that is worth paying attention
to and can particularly help accelerate progress towards a
more global offering.

and operating margin over the last 15 years to over 20% –
twice as high as its competitors.
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“Culture is talked about a lot
as if it’s something “out there”.
This is simply not the case.
The beauty of culture is that
it is created and reinforced
daily, by every employee.”
Nathan Waterhouse

Discover

platform to encourage impact in big social challenges.

How equipped are your people at garnering insight and

and tested. It enables social-impact entrepreneurs across

inspiration from beyond the company’s walls?

190 countries to get rapid feedback and accelerate

OpenIDEO.com is a space where ideas can be shared

their progress, often receiving funding to move their

What binds a culture can also make it an introverted

ideas to the next stage. This method is industry

one, and keeps it from looking out beyond its four walls.

agnostic and is a process that real estate, property and

The Spanish bank BBVA recognised this as a threat to

construction companies can adopt and practise too.

staying commercially ahead, and so runs an Open Talent
competition to seek ideas from start-ups. Toolmaker
SnapOn spends time observing how existing and future
customers work: shadowing, and immersing themselves in

Evolve

their world. Input from customers has shaped everything

How well does your organisation refine ideas while

from the configuration of toolboxes to new features

retaining their original vision as an idea progresses

such as powered compartments. They also frequently

towards launch?

test new prototypes with customers for feedback.

Sometimes creativity is thought of as an ‘anything goes’

Learn

activity. Yet, good ideas need to be refined to survive.

How skilled is your organisation at learning?

‘Finding Nemo,’ has a culture of ‘creative abrasion’, which

Being able to explore new ideas quickly and inexpensively,

of what works and what doesn’t. The best ideas often

Pixar, the studio behind hit films such as ‘Toy Story’ and
encourages ideas to compete, promoting open feedback

while consistently documenting and sharing learning

come from diverse opinions rather than from those

is truly invaluable. It’s hard to put a price on just how

who think the same way we do. The challenge is that

valuable it is. Innovation consultancy IDEO created a

most companies hire people who are like them, and as a

8
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result, little new is brought to the team. Pixar, like many

Diversity Dynamics

other firms such as Nissan, actively hires diverse team
members for its creative teams. In addition, it encourages

The connective tissue behind any innovation

ideas to be challenged in a way that keeps them alive,

project is the team. I cannot stress highly enough

while also evaluating what might make them fail.

how critical they are to success. To innovate
effectively multidisciplinary teams must be created

Scale

in which colleagues from different departments

How good is your organisation at scaling innovation?

are made up from professional disciplines across

work together. Generally, multidisciplinary teams
finance, technology, operations, sales and marketing.

Greater competitiveness comes from leveraging a winning

However, beyond a professional collaboration, teams

idea across your existing markets so its reach is capitalised

need to be cross-functional in terms of personality.

upon. This is increasingly important in a highly mobile
and connected world, as market incumbents like Uber or

My boss at IDEO, Tom Kelley, is a legend in the field

Airbnb show. Their growth rapidly expanded far beyond

of creativity and innovation. He described innovation

their birthplace in Silicon Valley. Established organisations

teams as requiring a visionary, a trouble-shooter,

with the existing advantage of global reach find challenges

a craftsman, an entrepreneur and a technologist.

lie in how effectively they mobilise their people with
these new ideas and the right accompanying mindset.

There should be both introverts and extraverts,

Every organisation is a product of how its people think

and someone who injects some fun and energy

and interact day in, day out. Culture only changes when

into the process. Working together and respecting

we have new experiences - and it’s these experiences

each other’s differences, whilst keeping healthy

that lead to new beliefs, fresh perspectives and stories,

challenges part of the process, are far more creative

shifting assumptions. Only with new experiences

than a group of similar ‘experts’ who work too closely

can we adapt our way of thinking and innovate.

together and lack objectivity.

creative and analytical thinkers, a deep thinker

In a 2016 IDEO survey called “Creative Difference”,

umbel.ltd

teams within large organisations across various
sectors were questioned about their experiences and
work. The answers were then collated and shed light
on corporate cultures of innovation. IDEO found that
six key themes emerged:
1. Leaders who know it’s their job to help and serve
their teams, win – not the other way around
2. Everyone should have a way to comfortably
challenge the status quo
3. Don’t fall in love with one idea. Be open to several.
4. A ‘purpose first’ organisation garners the care
that innovates
5. Remote team members collaborate well
(communications tools give clarity to
communication and ownership for task delivery)
6. Daily stand-ups, or group updates, help deliver
successful launches. Weekly team meetings are
not enough.

9
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Culture Eats
Innovation for
Breakfast?
By Alexandra Miller, Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search

Now let me detail what this means, particularly in the real

As the father of management theory and
legendary business guru, Peter Drucker
famously said, ‘culture eats strategy for
breakfast’. Meaning that unless your culture
supports it, even the best strategy will fail. It
turns out the same goes for innovation.

estate industry, with some comments from key players.

The Experiment Edge
Building a strong culture of experimentation is essential
for innovation. When a company dedicates itself to testing
ideas, or worse, launches ideas without testing, it has

The real estate industry has seen a great deal of change

already become an innovator – even if the experiments fail.

during the last few years and, with Brexit beckoning and
the recent surge of interest in PropTech, it’s no wonder

A key understanding that every innovation leader needs is

that many companies are thinking hard about their

that the problem is never a lack of ideas in the company.

innovation capabilities.

Ideas are plentiful, so the challenge is to find the ones with
most potential, and develop these from fledgling and often

But how do you ensure that you don’t just generate nice

half-baked notions into something viable. A great way to

ideas, but also manage to bring them to market? How

do this is simply to try them out, and subject them to live

can you, no matter what your size, build a culture that

testing. The data and the insights this generates can be

develops and nurtures the kind of game-changing ideas

invaluable. And let’s remember: almost all innovations stem

that are increasingly the only real competitive advantage

from ideas that first look weak and misshapen, but which

you can gain?

can later develop into game-changers. So an idea for the
next winning PropTech venture can come from anyone

The first thing to realise is that, despite what people might

at any time, and often may be harder to spot than those

think, anyone can actually do it. Big organisations can be

lightbulb moments suggest.

as nimble as a startup, and small companies can innovate
without the resources of a major corporation. It does
require the right attitude, the right culture, and the right
leadership, but it can be done. What unites great innovation

Thinking Like a Gardener
However, a culture of experimentation doesn’t mean that

cultures are the following three things:

every experiment is continued. On the contrary, great
- A willingness to experiment and a belief in testing.

innovation leaders balance a gardener’s nurturing care of

- Knowing when to nurture, knowing when to cull.

new, fledgling ideas with being ruthless when it comes to

- A dedication to learning – especially from failures.

experiments that do not pay out. They are quick to test, but
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also quick to move on to the next idea if something

even to celebrate them. As Edison famously said: “I have not

doesn’t work.

failed. I’ve just found 10,000 ways that won’t work.”

What is needed, then, is a culture of respect for

What your culture should celebrate, then, is not just

the fragile “seedling” idea, where plenty of support

successes, but the wide range of learnings that comes from

is given to help it develop. Simon Sinek, the highly

trying things out, be these new products or changes to the

popular leadership consultant and author of global

way you deliver services. Of course, there will be failures

best-seller Start with Why wrote: “The responsibility

along the way – but each one of these holds important

of leadership is not to come up with all the ideas.

lessons for you and your business.

The responsibility of leadership is to create an
environment in which great ideas can thrive.” This
resonated with me and has stuck ever since I read it
in his latest book, Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams
Come Together and Others Don’t.

Piecing It Together One Brick at a
Time
The great thing about innovating is that you can just start
doing it. Dedicating a small sum of money to experiments

Fail Fast Forwards

will not ruin your company, and can at times pay itself back

An innovation culture is a learning culture: one that

can learn from our failures won’t even cost as much as that.

is dedicated to learning as much from failures as

a thousand-fold. Starting a conversation about the way we

it does from successes. In fact, often it is the failed

Some of these things are easier in a small company, where

experiment that teaches you the most. Like most

there is less bureaucracy and new things can be tested

global successes from SnapChat to FitBit, the really

out at greater speed. But this doesn’t mean that large real

great ones often sound daft (admittedly, sometimes

estate corporations can’t develop into innovators as well:

the bad ones do too!). Take radical US real estate

heritage and innovation are great bed-fellows with the right

agency OpenDoor for example; I can imagine that

people and environment carrying them forward. All it takes

first pitch looked destined for failure as being far too

is a change in mindset, a desire to learn, and learning to

ambitious and far too costly to pull off. And yet, it’s

love experiments.

disrupting the US property market at great stride.
This is why cultures who care for innovation make

holtbyturner.co.uk

sure not to assign blame to failed tests and ideas, but
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“Innovation, in any
form, is fundamental
to the future retail
property industry...
whether it’s drones,
driverless cars or
queue-less shopping,
the industry needs to be
ready for the future or
risk being left behind.”
Mark Bourgeois
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The Un-Management
of Innovation
By Alexandra Miller, Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search

Alexandra Miller, Director, Holtby Turner Executive Search in
conversation with Mark Bourgeois, Managing Director,
Hammerson.
As an owner, manager and developer of retail destinations in Europe, Hammerson
is a diverse place to work, with talent spanning retail, technology, design and
product marketing.
In itself, this encourages the idea sharing and internal collaboration that fuels
innovation. Add to that a portfolio which includes 23 prime shopping centres in the
UK, Ireland and France, 18 retail parks in the UK and 19 outlets across Europe, and it’s
easy to envisage the sheer scope that innovating at Hammerson encompasses.
Implementing an innovation strategy at scale is led by Managing Director, Mark
Bourgeois. I asked him to share the journey he’s had in creating a culture of innovation
at Hammerson.

On the Thinking Behind Innovation
“Retail is an incredibly fast-paced industry and our teams are always looking for ways
to innovate across our assets and developments. Real estate is no longer just about
bricks and mortar; landlords must incorporate`digital technology and innovative
design across the portfolio and that is where the strength of our expertise and insight
comes into play. Our strong relationships with contractors and retailers enable us to
work seamlessly to implement innovation across our shopping destinations.”
“In 2015, we successfully launched our Plus app across our European portfolio of
shopping centres. Plus allows shoppers to receive personalised offers tailored to their

13
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preferences, access maps and centre information at the

However, we are working to refresh and improve the centre

touch of a button. This is something we have now taken

through major redevelopment plans to ensure that it is

further with the FindSimilar function, which we successfully

digitally capable and ready for another 40 years.”

trialled at Brent Cross earlier this year [in 2017]. FindSimilar
was developed in conjunction with image recognition
experts, Cortexia; it allows users to upload an image and

Vision. Conviction. Flexibility.

search to find the same, or similar, items and products in

“As leader of an innovative development or asset

stores throughout the relevant centre. With the popularity

repositioning, I’d always start with a strong vision. Having

of platforms such as Instagram and Snapchat, we built

set out that vision, you should be prepared to flex in

upon the appeal of images and visuals into an intuitive and

response to the bright ideas and foster the necessary levels

convenient function.

of collaboration to generate the best thinking.

Who Drives & Delivers Innovation at
Hammerson?

Joining Hammerson this year, I’m absolutely committed
to the vision of creating desirability for our consumers,

“We have a dedicated Product Innovation team that works
closely with our asset, leasing and development teams to

brands, commercial partners and communities. My
conviction and belief that everything we do should
contribute to that vision will, I hope, inspire my colleagues

drive innovation across the portfolio. Colleagues based

to reach new levels of success.”

in our centres are also fundamental to the process, with
the added benefit of having their feet on the ground in a
retail environment.
Implementing innovation in some of our older assets can

How Hammerson Actively Nurtures
a Culture Of Innovation

be more challenging. Brent Cross, for example, turned 41

“We have a very open culture at Hammerson. Our head

this year, and was not built with the digital world in mind.

office in Kings Place follows agile working principles,

14
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which encourage collaboration and feedback between
departments and individuals. Colleagues are encouraged
to share ideas across the business and learn from others.”

What is Agile?
“Simply put, agile is a word associated with software
development. Agile project management focuses on
continuous improvement, scope flexibility, team input, and
delivering quality products. These methodologies all focus
on people, communications, the product, and flexibility

Brent Cross, London

through a series of 12 steps that rapidly move through the
stages of idea to delivery.”

Assessing Risk and Dealing With
Failure
“We have a high level of insight into the market and our
shoppers and we use this data and feedback to guide
our projects. Our most recent technology innovation,
FindSimilar, was trialled at Brent Cross with people on
the ground speaking directly to shoppers to gather

Highcross, Leicester

representative feedback. This kind of trial ensures that
when we roll an initiative out across the portfolio, it is
likely to be successful.”

Innovating to Survive
“Innovation, in any form, is fundamental to the future
retail property industry. The world around us is changing
at a rapid pace and the way in which people choose to
spend their time and money is evolving with it. Digital
technology in particular, has moved incredibly quickly, and
both landlords and retailers need to be investing in this,

Union Square, Aberdeen

planning for the next big innovation and future-proofing
their businesses. Whether it’s drones, driverless cars or
queue-less shopping, the industry needs to be ready for
the future or risk being left behind.”
holtbyturner.co.uk
hammerson.com

WestQuay, Southampton
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The Rise of Intrapreneurs
in Real Estate
By Mark Bailey, Director of Service Delivery
Holtby Turner Executive Search

intrapreneur,ˌɪntrəprəˈnəː/, noun

Entrepreneurs vs Intrapreneurs

1. a manager within a company who
promotes innovative product development
and marketing.

The characteristic drive for an entrepreneur is rarely one
of external motivation or monetary incentive. Rather,

With the increasing need for real estate and construction

a difference. In almost all instances, the reward is the

sectors to innovate to stay ahead, as well as developing

innovation itself.

their motivation stems from a mind-set and an energy
predisposed to create, a desire to leave a mark and make

the cultures that drive it, we’re seeing a major shift with

An intrapreneur, on the other hand, is employed and

regard to the people needed to lead this change. As

accountable to their employers and the company’s

managers are increasingly required to be entrepreneurial

shareholders. This strategic direction is underpinned by a

in approach, the need for intrapreneurs within
organisations has grown exponentially.

desired commercial outcome, set by others in some shape

Whether through mergers, acquisitions or partner-led

product range.

or other, be that entering a new market or diversifying a

incubators, real estate businesses need to pay heed to

Intrapreneurs look for results and a way to say, “I did this”.

fostering a start-up culture within their organisation. As

This tendency for results and seeing the fruits of the same

PropTech forces the industry to face inevitable disruption,

can be a challenge, but also a great boon.

we’ll see a major call for more intrapreneurship in the
years ahead. For the real game-changers, it will be
imperative to know how to identify, direct and develop
corporate entrepreneurs; and equally to know when you’re
better focusing on executors, innovators, disruptors, or all
of the above.
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Spotting Potential Intrapreneurs

Creating Creative Calamity

So, who are the intrapreneurs – those who want to enact

Intrapreneurs suit organisations with an explicit innovation

change and see results? As an executive search firm, we

strategy, or ones who are committed to delivering change.

spend hours assessing motivations, IQ and EQ. As a result,

But if your resources are focused on delivering a single

we can often spot intrapreneurs even before they’ve

strategy, or growing a specific new market opportunity,

realised that’s what they are.

intrapreneurs can be a challenge, distracting and even
threatening successful execution.

Passionate, determined and highly driven, intrapraneurs
are sparky, dynamic and engaging. They’re change agents,

Your challenge, then, is to figure out what is most important

whose nature is to challenge and question – non-conformist

to you: playing it safe, sticking to the knitting, or being a

team players.

change agent. The latter is rarely the easiest, or the safest
option. However, in an industry facing tremendous change,

True intrapreneurs do not challenge status quo to gain

you need to ask yourself if “safe” is actually safe, or just a

attention or be obstructive. Their motivation stems from a

way to ignore major changes.

collective sense of winning, and a deeper desire to secure
opportunities for an organisation to succeed.

A Time to Shine?

Successful intrapreneurs will have spent time to earn trust

For real estate firms wishing to enter a new market, develop

and respect, and have shown an understanding of your

their products or services, or test new ground in business

organisation’s strategy and culture. Once they’ve “earned

development, intrapreneurs are an excellent creative

their stripes” however, intrapreneurs will look for ways to
boost the value of your company’s offering, disrupting some
things, but often for the (far) better.

force. That said, managing them isn’t easy. Despite their
enthusiastic drive for experimentation and abundant
innovative ideas, intrapreneurs can be a major disruption,
particularly if the time’s not right.
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If a CEO is seen to favour new, edgy ideas over existing
viable revenue streams, without clear corporate
communication as to why and how they will both be

The League of Intrapreneurs

working together, agenda clashing is inevitable. Internally
this is stressful; externally, it can be very damaging.

The League of Intrapreneurs is the global network
for intrapreneurs driving innovative solutions to

What real estate leaders need to do is to balance

address pressing societal and business challenges.

the creative energies of intrapreneurs with the more

They connect intrapreneurs across sectors and

staid approach of current performers. Appointing an

silos, to bring about change at a systems level,

intrapreneur signals that times are a-changin’ in your

with clients and partners including Unilever, BMW

organisation. Now, not everyone likes change, or will be

and Barclays, amongst many others.

cooperative with it. Whilst most intrapreneurs have a
sincere intention to create a greater good, they can be seen

Through regional chapters, with peers locally

as arrogant and insensitive newcomers by staff who’ve been

and globally, the League of Intrapreneurs

around a while.

creates spaces for learning, experimentation,
collaboration and leadership development. Their
diverse network of practitioners, mentors and

Managing the Wild Child

experts helps intrapreneurs deepen their impact
and drive organisational change.

Managing this divergence must come from the very top,
i.e. the CEO, as innovation demands the vision, command

Learn more at leagueofintrapreneurs.com

and execution of the Chief Executive Officer, and the
cachet that this brings. Intrapreneurs need to be led, and
reminded that their hypotheses are just that until proven as
viable. They require thorough testing, on many fronts, from
multiple stakeholders, and a leader who can handle this.
The inevitable conflict between those who “get it” and those
who don’t, can rapidly create an atmosphere of distrust, and

requires a form of translation between two fundamentally
different cultures.

is as such another challenge for leadership. Open lines of

The second part is resources – intrapreneurs need to

authority and communication, coupled with clear assignment

be given the tools and the space to realise new ideas

of responsibilities, is part and parcel of leading intrapreneurs.

and innovations. This means that managers need to be

They, as well as innovation, are challenging to manage.
Without a razor-sharp brief, and a reporting structure to

able to explain to the rest of the organisation why such
experimentation is beneficial for all.

senior management, intrapreneurs can wax and wane,

The third part is selection. Your intrapreneur can’t be just

leaving stakeholders in the dark. Giving intrapreneurs

anyone with a big idea, but someone capable of both

unchecked power is risky for an established business.

imagining and executing. That’s often where we come in as

Intrapreneurs may take risks that are beyond what the

an executive search firm and help assess candidates.

organisation can handle, and play things too safe to garner
praise, and in both cases you’re paying far too great a price.

Maximizing Intrapreneurial Value
There can be no doubt about the potential value of
intrapreneurs, and the innovation that they can engender.
We’ve however spoken far too little about the challenges
of managing them, and what needs to be done to fully
maximise their value.

Sometimes, as an organisation, you need to burn down the
house to build something better, newer and more valuable.
Apple did just this in launching the iPhone, which marked
the death knell of the iPod, which at the time was their most
profitable product.
Intrapreneurship is not for all organisations but can
be invaluable to those large enough to embrace their
enormous transformative drive.

The first part of this is trust – which is a two-way street.
Intrapreneurs need to feel trusted, but at the same time

holtbyturner.co.uk

they need to show that they’re team players. Managing this
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Data: the New Oil
By Alexandra Miller, Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search

three days a week. It was around sixty pounds a

Alexandra Miller, Director, Holtby
Turner Executive Search in
conversation with Chris Pieroni,
Operations Director, Workspace

month, so that’s how we priced their first co-working
membership package. Workspace kept it that way,
letting the market steer demand, until realising we
could increase prices whilst not losing customers if we
provided smarter and faster technology than a coffee

The Pivotal Role of Data

shop could ever offer.

Flexible working is a booming business, with new
offerings arriving from diverse players including FTSE
100 REITS like British Land with their new brand,

Fast-forward five years and the team were spot on
with their thinking. Club Workspace now has 18
locations and is a key part of the wider Workspace

Storey. Banks are clearing floors to make better
use of their space, and even chartered accountants
are offering co-working space for their customers.
Alexandra Miller of Holtby Turner Executive Search
met with Chris Pieroni to learn how Workspace Group
innovates through its Club Workspace co-working
concept, and why real-time data is such a powerful
catalyst behind the Group’s growth.
Co-working is a highly competitive scene compared
to 2011 when Club Workspace launched. Tell us

offer. Approximately 45,000 people go in and out
of Workspace’s portfolio every day, which includes
68 multi-let buildings in London. Gone are the days
where co-working was pretty much exclusively home
to tech start-ups; now Workspace boasts a diverse
range of small businesses amongst the four thousand
customers the group has.
As Operations Director at Workspace, how extensive
is technology’s impact on your role in the business?
It is critical to my day-to-day role, and the way

about that change.
When the first Club Workspace opened, the founding
team struggled to find the right revenue model.
Begining with the only real competitor we had – cafes
- we worked out how much someone would have to
spend in Costa coffee if they commuted into London
20

operations fit more broadly within our growth.
Not only do we provide technology for Workspace
customers, we also monitor data capacity in and out of
the buildings which helps us understand requirements
in any new buildings we take on. Workspace buildings
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“A typical Workspace customer gets around
10% of their sales from other customers
in the same building. The human side of
co-locating and communal space is just as
important as the technology side: our end
goal is to get everyone working together.”
Chris Pieroni

would have been fine with a data capability from

Sometimes they’d take two memberships, and then

100MB circuits three to four years back, but not today

a couple of months later, up to eight. I’d point out to

– our buildings now need 10GB circuits. That’s a major

them that in paying for eight individual co-working

challenge because the ongoing hurdle is to invest

memberships they were actually paying more than if

continually in upgrading infrastructure; the more data

they were to rent a beautiful unit of their own, also

capacity we give to customers, the more they use.

within the building. It was so surprising just how

We know that we will have to pour investment into
boosters and transceivers ahead of the advent
of WiredScore being more widely introduced.
WiredScore is a technology accreditation for landlords
of buildings because in the not too distant future,
buildings will incorporate a technology rating to

many customers would rather pay more than be
responsible for an office unit. They simply didn’t even
want to think about straightforward office matters.
Nowadays, founders prefer co-working spaces when
growing their business as it saves them taking on a
bigger unit.

their valuation, taking their value beyond their

So, customer data is what’s primarily innovating your

bricks and mortar, or location. That’s quite exciting

operating model?

because setting standards like this helps everyone,
especially customers, who will have an appreciation
of a building’s technology and infrastructure potential
before they move in.
How has customer behaviour changed over the last
five years?

Absolutely. The more we understand what customers
want through data, the better we can anticipate
changes and design work spaces that are exactly what
they want.
Our CRM system offers a better understanding of who
our actual customers are too. Now, we are working

When we started Club Workspace – which is a similar

on a database of individuals using our space, where

model to gym memberships – it was originally chosen

previously all we had was a contact for the person

by individuals. It gave them access to space, with

whose name was on the lease - even if they’d never

business grade technology and espresso machines,

set foot in the building. Fortunately, this customer

along with events which enabled relaxed networking

relationship management system really does give us a

with others in the building.

much better feel of how to run our business.
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“The only way to future-proof is
to have a continuous stream of
intelligence about what’s going
on out there. The only mantra we
have is not forecasting what goes
on but having data.”
Chris Pieroni

Metal Box Factory © Jill Tate
Where do you input customer information into your

just as you walk in, so they’re open rather than locked away

building design?

in an office.

What we see are Wi-Fi flows around the buildings that

We also made sure our cafes, communal and event spaces

reflect what people are doing, and the facilities they’re

were at the front of the building, enabling businesses to

using. For example, on the ground floor you’ll see toilets get

meet other businesses with ease and openness. Across

used far more than on the top floor. So why are there the

the portfolio, every other night, we facilitate events run by

same number of toilets on the top floors?

businesses wishing to connect with our customers. This is a
great opportunity for businesses to get together, meet each

That analytical approach extends to parts of buildings

other, and grow.

collectively. Let’s take weight requirements as an example do we need the loading requirements to be the same across
all floors, when the floors are clearly not being used in the

In an ideal world, our colleagues would be on sofas in
cafes with tablets, but that doesn’t always work - they need

same way? Well if not, you can then reduce building costs

privacy and proper chairs so they don’t get back ache. So,

by building the way people naturally tend to work in them.

our mission is to achieve a blend of co-working-cum-café in
some way.

Can you share an example of Workspace taking data and
applying it directly in design?

A typical Workspace customer gets 10% of their sales from

We did this a few years ago, when we asked some architects

other customers in the same building. The human side

to tell us about the best reception areas in the world. They

of co-locating and communal space is just as important

picked The Ace Hotel in New York and The Seattle Public

as the technology side: our end goal is to get everyone

Library as examples where receptions didn’t have someone

working together.

waiting behind a desk in a uniform. Rather, as you walked

It’s a commonly held view that ‘data is the new oil’. Is this

in there was a relaxed buzz, with technology used to

true for Workspace, and will it be how you future-proof

overcome the formalities of signing in and checking out etc.

your business?

We looked at our building designs alongside the flows of

Well, yes and no; it’s only recently that big data has become

people in and out, and ripped out many of our receptions.

prevalent enough to be that valuable.

We then placed our centre managers in co-working space
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How do we intend to future-proof
Workspace? We don’t forecast the
future, we simply respond and change
on a constant basis. Nothing ever stands
still in our business - we change things
all the time.
The only way to future-proof is to have a
continuous stream of intelligence about
what’s going on out there. The only
mantra we have is not forecasting what
goes on but having data.
We experiment a lot. We make mistakes.
But that doesn’t matter, that’s how you
learn. The flexible workspace market
is very dynamic: 25% of our customers
leave their unit every year, either taking
more space, moving offices or leaving
altogether. If you look at our co-working
customers in Club Workspace that
statistic rises to 125%.
We need to be able to read that and
adapt to it in real time. So, every
Monday we re-price the portfolio
according to market. My job is to make
sure that we have real-time data to
understand what’s going on and ensure
the organisation is flexible enough
to react to it in real time. But we still
can’t predict what today means for our
business in 2-3 years’ time, because the

Chris Pieroni on PropTech
PropTech probably doesn’t mean the same thing
to everyone. It’s interesting to see what shopping
centres do, because their cameras and wifi can
clock different flows around buildings. I think that
will expand and develop further around cities.
You can go onto Google today and see where
buses are. I don’t think it will be long before flowdata becomes less PropTech and more PeopleTech
- that would be radical! It would enable planning,
economic development, property developers and
investors to work alongside each other, because
they’d each have the data showing what’s going on,
in and around space.

minute you think you have sussed it
things will have changed.
I’d be worried if we were ever
comfortably in our groove, in the
middle lane doing 70, feeling pleased
with ourselves, because that’s when
you are going to hit the wall. You
have to put pressure on each other to
continually change.

holtbyturner.co.uk
workspace.co.uk
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ConTech - How
Does It Fit In?

Investment
Firstly, investment must be forthcoming. Professor Andrew
Baum of University of Oxford revealed that investment
in construction technology (or ‘ConTech’ as he terms it)
is significantly behind when compared to property. The
numbers back this up: data from UK PropTech accelerator Pi
Labs, reported investment in ConTech represented just over
ten percent of total investments, over a four-year period.
Comparatively, Real Estate FinTech accrued over thirty

By Ed Blyth, Practice Leader, Construction & Infrastructure

percent of investments through the same four year period.

Holtby Turner Executive Search
It doesn’t help that the industry is beset by low margins.
When compared to other industries, such as healthcare,
levels of investment in R&D are pretty poor. But how
poor? Well, according to the 2016 Global Innovation 1000
Study produced by PwC’s strategy consulting business
Strategy&, healthcare leads the way in the UK, investing

If technology is a tool used to help solve
problems and streamline processes,
its application to the practical world
of construction is surely a no-brainer.
With projects getting ever more
complex, there is an increasing need
for construction to embrace new tools,
yet with investment lacking and an
inherently conservative approach to
change, how does the sector overcome
the technology construction challenge?

forty-eight percent in R&D - nearly half of total spend. The
automotive industry is second, investing eighteen percent,
and consumer industries next, with eight percent of the
respective total.
What’s interesting to note is that UK businesses are moving
their R&D spend from physical products to software and
services, with software investment increasing by a massive
sixty-five percent since 2015 - from £56 billion to £93 billion!
What’s more, corporations who spent more on software
R&D reported significantly faster revenue growth. Strategy&
predict by 2020, the majority will have followed suit.
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Conservative attitudes towards change don’t help and

experts remotely and they can see what you are seeing,

Matt Gough, Director of Innovation at Mace, suggests that

providing an extra layer of capability over your core

another issue which can slow down investment is scaling:

capability. It’s empowering, and if the operatives see it in the

proving that a particular technology will add direct value

right way it’s empowering for them, too, because suddenly

is key, yet takes time due to the scale of construction

they are not alone out in the field: now they have the weight

and infrastructure projects. “When deciding which new

and the might of a global organisation behind them and in

technologies to invest in” Matt says, “it comes down to

a touch, can access that expertise – no matter how small, or

what is best suited to meet our objectives and goals as a

discreet, or remote their activity.”

business, and whether the product can be rolled out across
thousands of employees. For investment, scalability is key.”
As PropTech expert James Dearsley highlights, the industry
has the money but it’s a big gamble. That said, clearly when
it’s evident the investment in time and resourcing are valid,
and safety concerns have been allayed, then R&D budgets
should increase. Construction will reach an inevitable point,
as have other industries, where innovative technologies are
too big an opportunity to ignore. So, change is coming, but
what that change will look like feels vague.

Man vs. Machine
What impact will this have on jobs in construction? The
advent of drone technology certainly reduces the need for
on-site labour, saving costs and improving safety. Both high
risk and mission critical jobs - such as inspecting scaffolding
and cranes - can be undertaken by a drone, thus delivering
huge safety upgrades. This means less engineers are
needed on-site to perform assessments.
In PwC’s study, Clarity From Above: Transport Infrastructure,

New Horizons

it reports that drone technology is expected to have the

The uniqueness of so many projects in construction

drones could replace humans in $45.2 billion dollars

presents a technology challenge. Mass automation of

worth of infrastructure labour and services over the next

more repetitive tasks – as the automotive sector has

four years alone. However, this new technology demands

abundant opportunity to do - is limited in construction. As

workers learn new skills. Indeed, ConTech may even create

PropTech expert James Dearsley points out, the process

more jobs within the industry, or at least balance out to

side of construction has taken precedence so far as it’s

recover the losses.

more accessible and easier for people to understand, but
notes changing construction itself, slows down around
methods such as modular build and 3D printing. “There
is a fundamental disconnect between what a planner is
planning and a builder is building”, James notes. “Being able
to put both into an augmented headset, like the Microsoft
HoloLens, is game-changing”, he adds, “not just from an
aesthetic perspective, but a safety perspective. It’s not
perfect yet, but that is a standout technology for me for the

biggest impact on those working in infrastructure. It predicts

Matt Gough believes in being prepared to adapt, re-skill
and retrain in the face of digital innovation, and welcomes
this as an exciting opportunity to carve out new roles.
“What skill-sets are you going to need in your team to keep
the site operational?”, he asks. “Who is going to fix your
robot when it stops working, or manage the flight of a
drone? As an industry, we should be creative and should be
positively responding to change; I’m confident the impact of

next decade as it evolves.”

automation and robotics will be a really positive one.”

This future is already a reality. Skanska UK announced

I believe that with the costs of developing software cheaper

earlier this year that they would become the first UK
contractor to trial on site DAQRI smart helmets, heralding a
seismic cultural shift and the beginning of an industry-wide
adoption of augmented reality technology.

than ever before, and with the adoption of ConTech steadily
continuing to rise, perhaps we’re not as far as we think. We
may not be fast, but when construction finally embraces
technology with conviction and cash, the impact will be vast.

“DAQRI technology is changing the way people work,”
Malcolm Stagg, Director of BIM & Digital Engineering,
Skanska UK, explains. “You don’t need your hands

holtbyturner.co.uk

anymore to manage information: this technology provides
information in your line of sight, which can warn you of
dangers or give you guided instructions. You can call in
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How the Heavyweights
Harness Tech Talent
By Toby Turner, Managing Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search

Real estate leaders have a lot on their plate. As Bain &
Co write in The Firm Of The Future, “to thrive in this
environment, firms will need to dial up their ability to
see around corners, spotting trends before they are well
formed and mobilizing resources quickly to adjust to
changing circumstances.”
Yet, organisations innovating around the core of their business offering is
nothing new. Harvard Business School professor and author of The Innovator’s
Dilemma, Clayton Christensen refers to these as ‘sustaining innovations which
bring steady, incremental improvements to a firm’s performance, value or
market lead’.
It is innovations which flip entire industries we should watch. The mega-success

Floored
Now owned by CBRE,
Floored creates interactive
3D imaging with its
graphics engine, Luma.
This allows customers to
model properties with the
highest levels of precision
– placing it ahead of
construction.

of seven year old co-working space providers, WeWork, is a prime example. From
October 2016 to October 2017, WeWork raised over $8 billion in investment (with
SoftBank investing over six billion, according to Crunchbase). Their staggering
growth is a direct result of data gathered, analysed and put to action. But
WeWork is not alone and real estate leaders would be arrogant to think that this
kind of market disruptor is a rarity. WeWork is doing to commercial real estate
what Airbnb is doing to the hospitality industry.
What is the significance of managing tomorrow’s world today, and how
is it done?
I asked three forward-thinking executives in real estate how they are leveraging
technology today so that it can incorporate new customer needs, new
competitors, and new business models.
As one of property’s leading advisory firms, CBRE sits at the forefront of almost
all new trends in the industry. Their acquisition of PropTech start-up Floored in
the US sent a strong message to market that they want to be at the forefront
of tech advancements, but also that they need to integrate tech knowledge
throughout their business.
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Floored offers CBRE’s
clients interactive
and immersive demos
when developing and
remodelling properties,
with true to life effects
(e.g. lighting) to illustrate
the future look, feel and
potential of a property. A
similar effect is offered
with Floored Lite, which is
more akin to Google Maps
Street View.
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Martin Lewis,
Chief Operating Officer, CBRE
CBRE’s acquisition of Floored is known as an acquihire, and
is common with large firms across all industries. Martin
Lewis, Chief Operating Officer of CBRE explained they
bought Floored for their product and the talent that built it.
Like many global businesses, technology based innovation
is often driven by the USA, and Martin was tasked with
implementing their agenda. As Floored already had smart
software that both benefitted and complemented CBRE
commercially, they were equally interested in bringing
in the development skills to develop new software - to
improve internal efficiency and leverage off Floored’s
existing customer base.
Martin revealed CBRE’s biggest challenge with the
acquisition was managing the cultural differences between
them and Floored – it’s tricky to mix a sea of suits with a
jeans and sneaker crew.

Raimondo Amabile,
Co-Chief Executive Officer, PGIM
As global investment managers, it’s no surprise PGIM have
invested in a series of start-ups. Co-CEO Europe, Raimondo
Amabile tells me that their aim is to “benefit from the
knowledge and skills of the leader and their team, as well
as potentially develop a valuable new product. Our view is

Andrew Baum commented at Holtby Turner’s PropTech
breakfast panel, that some of the most commercially viable
ideas come from the ‘converted blue suits’ and not PropTech
startups. Martin agreed with the sentiment and felt some
of the very newest, early stage start-ups could benefit from
running their concepts past some of the older heads in
the industry as a pre-launch perspective check. “However
good an idea can seem, there may be some commercial or
practical reasons that mean the business will never get off
the ground. All the big firms are now interested in investing
in tech, but there will be a lot of failures.”

that we will get more value from a CTO or CIO if they are
concentrating on developing their own product, one they
are passionate about.”
With technological advances moving so quickly, it is a very
real challenge for an internal Head of Innovation or Chief
Technical Officer to keep pace with the latest innovations.
Raimondo would rather invest in a start-up and have it
sit outside the business, and retain a degree of freedom.
This outlook reflects a growing trend amongst PGIM’s
competitors to invest in what’s known as ‘deep tech’
research (i.e. large scale, transformative technologies at the

Indeed. BCG Henderson Institute recently pointed out in
What Deep-Tech Startups Want From Corporate Partners that
‘deep-tech startups’ need a strong research capability “since
their innovations rely mostly on fundamental and advanced
R&D supported by highly developed skills, knowledge, and
infrastructure.”

concept and pre-market testing stage).
A member of PGIM’s executive committee then shares
what they’ve learnt from the start-up to the organisation
more broadly. While PGIM’s younger employees are clearly
aware of that need, Raimondo is keen for everyone at PGIM
to be aware of technology and have it stimulate internal
discussions about innovation. Naturally, as is the case
across real estate in general, the challenge is frequently
getting buy-in from senior team members who are used to
certain things, done a certain way.
Whilst BCG Henderson Institute urges entrepreneurs
to consider beyond the technical development of their
product, and how ‘to jump-start nascent or non-existing
markets’, so must those on the inside think beyond their
existing business model and market share.

© CBRE Labs
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their credit, Coyote recently decided to go solo and sell its

Oli Farago,
Chief Executive Officer, Coyote and
Chief Technology Officer, M7

software to third parties, not just M7. Time will tell whether
they can succeed and gain growth in the market.
“M7 has always been very tech savvy, so the cultural

M7 and Coyote is an excellent example of an investment

difference between Coyote and M7 has not been as difficult

management firm that decided to create their own start-up.

as it may be for other businesses” Oli explains. “If businesses
are not dynamic and agile, and get too bogged down in the

In 2009, during the downturn in the market, they made the

detail, then it could be difficult to get a new product off the

strategic decision to look at all the areas of their business

ground. Tech innovation is an accepted part of the business

and see where they could improve efficiencies. As founding

strategy throughout the entire business of M7.”

members of M7, Richard Croft and Oli Farago always had
a keen interest in technology. They concluded that the

“The biggest challenge for other businesses who now want to

products already on the market didn’t do exactly what they

adopt a similar strategy to M7’s … is that there is now huge

wanted them to, nor were very user-friendly – plus they

competition for software developers and product managers.

were expensive.

However, even with these challenges, you need to start
taking action because if you are to just bury your head in the

Frustrated yet determined, they developed and built

sand you will be left behind” Oli urged leaders in the sector.

‘Coyote’ – an online platform that accumulates all the data
from M7’s portfolio of properties, and puts it into a versatile

His feelings about innovation in real estate? “Going

format. Coyote helps the M7 team when presenting to

forward, I hope we will see more collaboration across

investors, and lets them manage their internal business

the industry. There are currently hundreds of very niche

systems more efficiently.

start-ups, all developing their own products which results
in a very inefficient flow of data. Data should be fully open

Whilst solving a problem cheaply and effectively sounds like

to the market and have a more efficient integration into

a no-brainer, how on earth do you set about doing it? Well,

everyone’s systems.”

Oli is fairly unique because he started his career in software
development as a developer. In fact, he wrote every line of
code in the original 2009 software! Oli’s completely different
to most real estate fund managers, REIT managers and

cbre.com
pgim.com
coyotesoftware.co.uk

advisors who have traditionally come through Reading

m7re.eu

University and qualified as surveyors. In this instance, an
entirely new set of skills would have to be learnt and put to
use to create their own digital solutions … which is a whole
heap of hassle most firms would be wise to avoid. Yet, to
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Women
Innovating
PropTech

By Alexandra Miller, Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search

report argues that if half the nation is missing in the UK’s

“Despite decades of progress towards
workplace equality, women remain woefully
underrepresented in the UK’s technology
workforce. The figures speak for themselves:
only 5% of leadership positions in the
technology industry are held by women”, the
Women’s Engineering Society revealed.

technology talent-pool, we’re basically trying to compete
internationally with one hand tied behind our backs in the
world’s fastest growing sector - technology. As Liz Peace CBE
says, “diversity is not a ‘women’s issue’ or a ‘HR issue’, it is a
value issue and a cold, hard cash issue.”

This gender gap in technology will have major repercussions
on UK’s ability to remain competitive, especially when the

Designing for Diversity In
Innovation
PwC reported that 50% of women interviewed revealed the

present free flow of foreign technology talent is curbed by
Brexit. Add to this the challenge real estate already has with
digital innovation, as well as with attracting and retaining

most important factor in a woman’s career is feeling they
have an impact. With women’s EQ skills and strengths in
problem-solving and service design, it is evident they add

top talent amongst women, and the coming problems

huge value when designing engaging products.

become evident. PwC’s Time to Close The Gender Gap
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I asked innovation consultant and Founder of Umbel,
Nathan Waterhouse, how he views the correlation between
a team’s dynamic and diversity with innovation. “Stimulating
fresh thinking and creative insights must be proactively
encouraged by an organisation, first and foremost.” Nathan
shared. Creativity can only truly come in to play when
multiple unique insights are combined to create something
novel - otherwise you’re merely painting a wheel and not
reinventing it.

Can PropTech Lead the Way?
As tech-giants such as Facebook, Google and Uber get
publicly slammed for their own gender imbalance within
their engineering teams, can PropTech be any different?
Could PropTech’s very nascency be the powerful lever in

HouseLetter enables landlords to
manage their tenancies without a
letting agent. Founder and Chief
Technology Officer Jasmine Leonard
tells us more…
How (and when) did you first come up with the idea for

redressing real estate’s historic battles with diversity and

HouseLetter?

embracing technology?

I did a Masters’ in Computer Science before getting a

PropTech influencer Antony Slumbers believes it just
might. “Today, real estate is a product business, but in the
future it will be a service business” he shared on LinkedIn.
Diversity in innovation is therefore critical if customer
facing digital products power or enable a more service

job as a software developer. I knew I wanted to start my
own business but didn’t know what exactly, so I joined
Entrepreneur First: a programme for technical individuals to
help them start up. A few months later (early 2016) I’d taken
over the management of a rental property and quickly
discovered how much time-consuming admin there is for
landlords, and how many legal requirements they need to

“Creativity can only truly come
into play when multiple unique
insights are combined to create
something novel - otherwise
you’re merely painting a wheel
and not reinventing it”.
Nathan Waterhouse

comply with. It occurred to me that many of these tasks
could be automated and that’s how I came up with the idea
for HouseLetter.
What differentiates HouseLetter from the competition,
such as OpenRent and Purplebricks?
It really is a fragmented market, but there are two key
differentiators. Firstly, HouseLetter assists landlords
throughout the lifetime of a tenancy – whereas many online
letting agents only help landlords find tenants but offer little
or no support beyond that. Secondly, HouseLetter is a tool
that empowers landlords to self-manage their properties

driven real estate in the future. And as we’ve already made
clear, women might well capture the lead when it comes
to such service driven design and development. Antony
predicts it’s when incumbents ‘realise their culture and
their organisational structure are not suited for this ‘new
world’, and they will panic’.

so that they don’t need a letting agent, which means we’re
considerably cheaper than any company that employs
human agents.
Are there any women from the world of technology who
have influenced you?
Not in tech no but from the ‘prop’ side yes - Tessa

We will now turn to what three women behind startups feel

Shepperson, who writes and runs the website Landlord

about their journey as PropTech founders and how they see

Law, which has been going for 15 years. Her blog is

women’s role evolving.

incredibly useful: it has so much information on it, which
she updates daily (because the law is constantly changing). I
think what’s she’s done is hugely influential and supportive
to entrepreneurial women like myself.
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Settled was founded on a vision for
the future where finding, financing
and selling a home is swift and
straightforward. Co-Founder & CEO,
Gemma Young explains.

Savannah de Savary is the Founder
and CEO of Built-ID: a discovery
platform powered by leading
property consultants and developers
showcasing their projects and
collaborations.

Tell us about your background and what led you
to this point?

How did you first come up with the idea for Built-ID, which

I spent a few years working in marketing at Google while my

some may know by its former name ‘Industry Hub’?

brother (Co-Founder, Paul Young) worked in an estate agency,

I was working in property development in New York,

on the mortgage side. We’d always talked about developing in

running some commercial projects on Fifth Avenue and

this sector and we felt like there was a new opportunity here –

helping with some big ground-up developments, when I

a next generation opportunity, where much more digitisation

noticed how reliant everyone was on the word of mouth

could be leveraged.

network to help them choose the right individuals for
each project. It was very frustrating and I spoke to a lot of

You’re obviously passionate about the impact of digitisation
in real estate. Have you noticed any resistance in the market?
It’s a shame, but traditional companies will sometimes view

people who wished there was a more time-efficient solution
that allowed them to hold up their phone and obtain the
relevant data at the push of a button.

these changes as a threat. The reality is that industries evolve
all the time and there is real opportunity in moving forward

Are there any particular women in the fields of property or

and thinking not just about what consumers want now, but

tech who have inspired you?

how they’re changing and how they want to live in the future.

Individuals like Sarah Wyse at CBRE and Juliette Morgan at
British Land, who until recently led the London technology

Are there any female digital entrepreneurs you think are

team at Cushman & Wakefield. There are some great

particularly inspirational?

influential women who have carved that path [of senior
leadership] and that’s really exciting to see.

Martha Lane Fox is an amazing pioneer: when she started
lastminute.com there were only three venture capitalists

Do you have any new ideas in terms of pipeline

around she could raise money from. She is authentic too and

developments for your product?

says what she thinks, which is wonderful.

We are really looking forward to expanding Built-ID

Diversity is an issue across technology and real estate. How

globally to open up our market. We have some cool

are you trying to improve this at Settled?

developments in the pipeline – like Pinterest-style features

I am passionate about having a very mixed team at Settled. We
now have more women than men – although it is fairly evenly

where you can collaborate with your team. We’re also
using image recognition software and machine learning
so that users will be able to see something they like in a

spread – and I am absolutely delighted to have recently hired

building - like a lobby for example - and then find similar

two female developers. It took a bit of effort to find them and
to reach out, but there are amazing support networks like Girls

examples all over the world.

in Tech which help. People are beginning to see the problems
of gender imbalance in some of these sectors: I don’t think it
works as well if they are all women or all men, so I think it’s

houseletter.co.uk

really good when companies look into any imbalance and try

settled.co.uk

to promote a collaborative, gender-balanced workforce.

built-id.com
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Building An Innovation Eco-System
When senior management in real estate takes
the lead in creating a culture that embraces
diversity, they are essentially making their
organisation one which encourages speaking
up, sharing ideas and being unafraid to raise
challenging issues. This is not often easy for
marginalised demographics to do, and must
therefore be championed by the executive
team. Think about the following:

Cultivate Collaboration
Do your departments work together and actively cross
collaborate? Opportunities to bring the digital team into
the wider parts of your organisation will greatly expand
product and service innovation. For example, whilst much
marketing is now digital, it is primarily focused on gaining
more customers or incentivising existing customers to
buy more. Yet, it often sits far from the customer service
team who are battling to retain customers and the digital
team, working in sprints to fix the software problems
getting the most complaints.
Bringing these teams together by someone designated to
oversee collaborations needs planning and implementing

Who’s the Inspiration?
“You can’t be what you can’t see”. These brilliant words
from American activist Marian Wright Edelman show the

to foster innovation. So when you do this, don’t think only
of seniority, look at the women in your organisation and
see who would excel in the leadership of this type of role.

importance of visible women role models at all levels, for
all women - including real estate and technology. Which
women are championed as innovators and leaders in your
organisation?

Incentivise
Could you create a sponsorship programme for high
performers? Could women in your organisation deepen
their innovation skills through a secondment with a tech

Think Retention, Not Recruitment
Attracting more women into the sector is the first step,
but HR and senior managers must make plans that enable

start-up? Could leadership coaching nurture engineers to
become more visible through a programme of initiatives
to support women to advance to more senior positions?

career development once they join. Has your business got
mentoring, coaching and maternity return to work schemes
in place? These are all essential for retention.

Intrapreneurship
Working with organisations like the League of
Intrapreneurs and creating side projects around internal

Set A Target and Hit It
Have you got digital divisions working towards diversity
and gender targets? If not, designate sponsors for this from

innovation can be an excellent way to give it visibility,
without threatening operating or revenue models with a
bottom up innovation strategy.

HR and your technology team, with a senior executive
overseeing progress - ideally one of the board.
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Know What You
Know and What
You Don’t Know
By Antony Slumbers, PropTech expert
Digital Strategist and Product Leader
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I am often asked by people in the industry,
‘what PropTech should I buy or invest in?’ To
which my reply, which irritates those looking
for easy answers, is that they are asking the
wrong question.
What one should be asking is ‘What do I need to know,
before I can know what PropTech I should buy or invest in?’
So, what do you need to know?

How does your customer want to
interact with you?
When you can book an Uber in 30 seconds, make bank
payments from your phone, order anything from anywhere
in the world and have it delivered tomorrow, why on
earth is any form of transaction in the property world so
utterly painful? Why is it so slow, why isn’t the information
you need available immediately, why can’t you access
documents in a readable format on your phone, and why
oh why do you have to wait till office hours to get anything

Who is your customer?

done? There is an abundance of low hanging fruit in this
area which is ripe for harvesting.

Sounds simple doesn’t it? Well, if you want to create new
value and differentiate yourself you maybe need to think
about who your customer is differently. For example, in a
workplace world where the percentage of people working
‘flexibly’ is growing each year, and ‘Space as a Service’ (no
lease, purchased by the hour, day, week or month) is the new
normal, who is an office owner’s ‘customer’ ? It’s clearly no
longer the CEO or CFO of a corporation.
No, the customer is now the individual, and you have to
engage, inspire, interact with and sell to each and every
person using the space. For most people in property, this is a

What part of your job could be done
by a robot?
Mckinsey say 49% of all tasks performed at work could
be replaced by technologies that exist today*. You might
not like the answer, but do you know enough about the
technologies available today to dispute this? And in your
case, is the actual figure higher or lower than 49%? This
line of questioning is critical to maintain a forward thinking,
tech-first company.

new game which requires different tools and a new mindset.
If you are a retail property owner the same applies. It might

What data do you have access to?

be your retailer tenant that pays the rent, but really your

Think of the four V’s of data: Volume, Variety, Velocity and

customer is each and every person who walks into your

Veracity.

shopping centre, or store. Retail property owners must own
the relationship with visitors to their space.”

First, Volume - simply how much data are you dealing with?
Second, Variety - how many different data sources have

Without data, space is just a
commodity

you got? Many of the services coming on stream today

Alibaba, through which 90% of China’s e-commerce

from combining one source with another, adding context

passes, have recently bought Intime, - an owner of 29
department stores and 17 shopping malls spread across
the country. Why? Because they want to get into the real

are enabled because we now have access to an incredible
variety of data sources. Much of the richness derives
to information, which ultimately frames the commercial
relevance disruption needs to latch on to.

estate business? Absolutely not; they’ve done it because

Third, Velocity - how fast is it coming at you? Once a day,

by combining what they know about localised spending

an hour, a minute, a second, or even multiple times per

patterns with real time inventory from offline stores (many

second. How realtime does your data need to be?

of whom also sell via them online) they can predict and
provide for demand in an unprecedented manner.

And fourthly – Veracity. How reliable is this data, how true
is it? Some data needs to be absolutely accurate: elsewhere
you can tolerate a little ‘truthiness’. The digital world is built
on data: knowing what you have, what else you need and
where you could get it from is essential.
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How well do you understand your
market and your competitors?
Have you considered that, like Alibaba above, they might no
longer be sitting within the property business? You might
be being smart in following Wayne Gretzky who famously
said ‘I don’t skate to where the puck is, I skate to where it
is going…’, but what if the game is no longer Ice Hockey?
Kodak wasn’t put out of business by a better film maker- it
was the smart phones that got them in the end.
All of the above is what you need to know before you ask
about what PropTech to adapt into your business. You need
to understand clearly what the precise pain point is that
needs relieving, what gains you are trying to achieve, and
what is the job that needs doing. You should not touch any
technology until you understand what the value proposition
is, and how contextually that fits into your core business
problems or challenges.
If your job, or big chunks of it, is under threat from robots,
what can you do about it? What technology can you utilise,
or co-opt, to fight off this threat? How could you embrace
the robots, enabling them to augment your skills and make
you dramatically more productive than before? The hard
fact of the matter is that, when you and your colleagues are
competing against the robots, it is not the robots, but your
colleagues, that you need to outrun.
These methodologies are de rigueur in tech startups
and help you dig deep into your value proposition and
business model, and are very useful in answering all the
above questions.
Once you get to this stage you should have a clear
understanding of what technology (PropTech or otherwise
– the nomenclature is not important) you need, and then
clarity as to how these new tools will catalyse innovation
throughout your business.
The days of IT are over: every business is a technology
business. The differentiator going forward is knowing what
technologies you can use to complement your human
ingenuity, skills and creativity in the service of a robust, solid
and scalable business.
Knowing the right questions to ask is a good start.
antonyslumbers.com
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“The days of IT are over: every business is
a technology business. The differentiator
going forward is knowing what technologies
you can use to complement your human
ingenuity, skills and creativity in the service
of a robust, solid and scalable business.”
Antony Slumbers
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Innovation By
Method Investing
By Faisal Butt, Founder & CEO Spire Ventures,
Founder & Chairman of Pi Labs

When Daniel Day-Lewis famously played the cerebral palsy-afflicted
Christy Brown in My Left Foot, he insisted on using a wheelchair at all
times, and for his meals to be spoon fed to him - just as Christy Brown
had to during his life. This is known as ‘method acting’, a technique in
which actors try to identify with and live as closely as possible to the
character played. Lewis’s obsession with understanding his character
inside out clearly paid off, as he went on to win an Oscar for Best Actor
at the 1990 Academy Awards.
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Method Investing
What does any of this have to do with business or
investing? I believe that just as the method actor must
understand the character he has essentially become, to
fully understand a business one must become equally as
immersed in every fibre of the organization, understanding
it ‘inside out’ and ‘outside in’.
Some of the best investors and serial entrepreneurs, I
would argue, have to ‘go into character’ as they explore
new ventures in sectors they are unfamiliar with. Having
focused my earlier investments in the traditional property
sector, when I started to explore the ‘PropTech’ space in
2013, it felt like I had to practise for a new acting role. I had
to learn to dress differently, learn new jargon, and even

“‘Method investing’, as I like
to call it, has slowly and
iteratively evolved into my
current investing style – I dig
deep and virtually ‘go into
character’ with each new
venture I look into.”

alter my writing style (there’s apparently an abbreviation
for everything in tech circles). I even spent hours loitering at
hipster-filled cafés in the East End to culturally assimilate.
I have had to network aggressively into new sectors I
hitherto knew nothing about, learn the cultural nuances,
adopt the business traditions, and get intimately familiar
with the risks and how to overcome them. Essentially, I have
had to ‘catch up’ with everyone else in the sectors I target
and play the role as if I had been doing it all my life.

Faisal Butt

‘Method investing’, as I like to call it, has slowly and
iteratively evolved into my current investing style – I dig
deep and virtually ‘go into character’ with each new venture
I look into.” This is the only way I can be sure that the

from nothing’, and know what it means to ‘hustle’ during

business and sector I’m deep-diving into is one I want to be

the tumultuous early days of any new business. It is for

in, and if so, that I can actually add value. In fact, method

the dynamic thinkers who can connect the dots between

investing has become something I can replicate across any

seemingly unrelated ideas, sectors, and regions. It is for the

new sector I explore. Recently, I’ve been spending quite a

passionate and the borderline obsessive amongst us.

bit of time investigating a new real estate venture related
to senior living. Applying the form of method investing to a
sector I see as a bastion of long term growth, is taking me
through all sorts of new and exciting adventures.

Not For The Faint Hearted
Method investing is not for the faint-hearted or the
conventional, risk-averse investor who sticks to the sectors
he or she knows. It is for those who are not afraid to try
radically new roles in new businesses, in new sectors, and
even new regions.

A method as concentrated as ‘method investing’ must
come with its own health warning – a dose of reason and
common sense is needed to temper the passion. Unbridled
passion when investing could lead to a deep, dark hole
financially. We need to be passionate about the business
but never emotional in our decision-making, a fine line that
must be carefully balanced by a skillful method investor.
To avoid the downward spiral that destroyed some of
the finest method actors, including Heath Ledger, our
passion must be checked by temperance and rationality
in approach, in addition to meticulous research about the
business we are evaluating.

Method investing is a natural fit for the more
entrepreneurial investors, those that themselves have
been on the other side, have had to ‘create something
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“Method investing is for the dynamic
thinkers who can connect the
dots between seemingly unrelated
ideas, sectors, and regions. It is for
the passionate and the borderline
obsessive amongst us.”
Faisal Butt
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Innovation By Immersion
The American fashion designer and film director Tom
Ford recently admitted, ‘I probably do have an obsessive
personality, but striving for perfection has served me well’.
History has taught us that there is often a thin line between
a madman and a genius, and visionaries with an obsession
for their craft have often straddled both sides of that line.
Be they a master of science, the arts, performance or
technology, many speak of a feeling of complete immersion
in their subject, and how this deep focus eventually leads
to dynamic discovery. It is only when you truly understand
something down to its most minute detail that you can use
it to achieve something truly special. Method investing is
no different, and those who adopt this approach are well
placed to discover the next billion-dollar company.
For the challenge in real estate lies beyond merging the old
with the new, without seeing bricks and mortar crumble in
the process. The challenge real innovation brings is deeper,
it will be to maintain our sanity as we go through the
uncertain, treacherous, pothole-infested journey until our
life’s masterpiece is built.

spireventures.co.uk
pilabs.co.uk
We wish to thank Management Today for the right to re-use
parts of Faisal’s previous article on method investing.
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Joint Ventures A Way Forward?
Toby Turner, Managing Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search

technology cycle is broken into two phases, installation

For incumbents with big innovation
ambitions, choosing the right start-up
partner is much like a courtship, especially
since the relationship is likely to be a
lengthy one.

and deployment. It comes from research carried out
by Carlota Perez on the ‘Technological Surge Cycle’. In a
nutshell, installation requires enormous capital injections
so infrastructure can be built – for example, rails for the
railroads, and server and network systems for the internet.
On average this lasts twenty to thirty years. Perez terms this

In our experience at Holtby Turner Executive Search, these

‘finance capital’, and it carries huge risk. Yet when deep and

arrangements tend to involve significant commitment - not

disruptive technologies are built into successful companies

just in terms of money - but time and internal resources

(like Facebook), there are vast investment returns.

from venture partners and investors.

This is totally different from operational capital, which is the

Digital innovations that win long term, usually need to

cash that balances P&Ls. Whilst risky, it’s far from the level

seize first (or second) mover advantage and thus depend

of risk that finance capital carries. Because an incumbent’s

on speed to market and fast scaling-up. Start-ups choose

ROI is pretty much pie in the sky at the finance capital stage,

corporate partners to gain access to market knowledge,
customer data (and an existing customer base), and usually,
a distribution network for sales.

it’s very rare to see them invest in speculative technologies,
such as cryptocurrencies, for example.
We encourage large organisations in real estate to

These truly disruptive innovators - differentiated as

understand not just what a prospective start-up partner

deep tech start-ups - usually need around three years of

seeks, but how that in turn aligns with your organisation.

research, build-time and prototyping to be market ready.

Has success on both sides been clearly identified? It’s a topic

Their greatest challenge is often a lack of fit into existing

Antony Slumbers delves into in this report. It’s also one that

business models. However, this is arguably their greatest

BCG Henderson Institute covers brilliantly in their article,

strength and where the game-changing opportunities lie.

What Deep-Tech Startups Want From Corporate Partners.

Look no further than Uber, AirBnb, WeWork and Netflix!

Their list below highlights the main areas corporate venture
partners and start-ups need to consider carefully before

In my endeavour to learn more about technology, I listen

jumping into bed together:

to a lot of podcasts. Recently I heard that each deep
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1.

2.

Has adequate preparation on the part of the start-

The start-ups that have the best chance of success are those

up been made? Is there a clear value proposition,

that have been created by individuals from the industry they

application, and proof of concept?

are trying to disrupt, and the acquired start-ups that have

Is there a clear role for the start-up within the
corporation, and their role agreed upon?

3.

Is there real evidence of buy-in from the corporate?
Does the start-up have an internal sponsor within the
corporation?

4.

How does the timing of the partnership fit?

5.

Do a corporation’s organisational and operational
processes enable the necessary complex decisions to
be made swiftly?

6.

Have both sides clearly defined their relationship right
from the beginning, including HR objectives?

Even when the desire to create partnerships is there,
steering through the unstructured world of start-ups is

the best chance of success within a big corporate are the
ones that have been properly embedded into the parent
company and where the wider business is properly engaged.
Typically, there will be one senior individual within the
parent company that is given the responsibility for the
relationship with the acquired start-up and its integration.
Their focus should be to ensure that all new ideas tie in with
the core business strategy and that everyone in the wider
business is fully engaged.
To date, this has typically been the COO, Head of Research
or perhaps HR. Therefore, this is not the main focus of their
role and just an additional responsibility added to a long list
of other accountabilities. However, the more tech-mature
industries now have a Chief Innovation Officer or similar
whose full-time role is to look at new ways to innovate
either organically or by M&A.

really tough for both sides, but especially established
businesses.
Critical, therefore, are sponsors of innovation, who act as

holtbyturner.co.uk

start-up ambassadors internally. But who are they and what
does that role actually include?
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Artificial Intelligence:
What It Is and What It Is Not
By Mark Bailey, Director of Service Delivery
Holtby Turner Executive Search

Degrees of separation
between human and
machine are inching closer.
Human brains power robotic
limbs; tens of thousands
of workers are managed
by artificial intelligence,
and chatbots act as digital
replicas of us. “Humanity is,
in effect, getting an upgrade”
as Reuters observes in
Machines With Brains.

it is. With roots back to Alan Turing in

To understand which parts of an AI

the 1940’s, most of the deep learning

product or solution are automated,

we talk about today stems from neural

take out the specific sector or

network research in the 1980’s and

expertise, and then try to work

90’s – getting mainstream attention

out how just the technology could

in 1997, when IBM’s Deep Blue beat

work on a different problem. This

chess champion Garry Kasparov.

is why the technologies involved in

Whilst a huge and highly diversified
field, there is actually no such a
thing as “an artificial intelligence.”
Rather, as Associate Professor at
NYU Julian Togelius says, it is “a
collection of methods and ideas
for building software that can do

AI especially offer such tremendous
scale – they are not tied to any one
particular vertical. AI driven solutions
are horizontal and as such, can be
adapted to other verticals. And that’s
why we see similarities and cross over
between PropTech and FinTech etc.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not as new

some of the things that humans

Automation doesn’t replace people.

as you may be forgiven for thinking

can do with their brains”.

Automation increases efficiencies that
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bring down some labour costs so that

For real estate leaders and CEOs it’s

productivity scales across and into

rarely a lack of desire that holds back

others. Mortgage application platform

digital disruption and innovation –

Habito, is a fantastic example of AI

it’s the very human feeling of fear,

working hand in hand with very human

scepticism and rejection – in all forms

customer care associates.

– that are undoubtedly the greatest

Even where a certain task may be easy

challenge in leading change.

to automate manually from a technical

What does this all mean in practice?

viewpoint, to do so safely, consistently

Well it means there’s no almighty

and to a high standard, is where the

“robot” coming to take our jobs;

challenge lies when these tasks sit in

robots will not be building houses,

unpredictable environments. A great

or decorating offices, or managing

example is in farming. John Deere,

projects in the foreseeable future. Just

after more than 20 years trying to

because something can be automated,

build self-driving tractors, learned

will it be?

a hard truth: there is no such thing
as an empty field. They are dangers
and obstacles everywhere. What
challenges autonomous driving for
John Deere and self-driving carmakers
in general, is actually dust and other
weather conditions. These impact
changes in sensory reactions that
humans intuitively use, and cognitive
technologies are many years from
safely replicating.
Translate this to ConTech and
bricklaying or operating a crane – each
has a repetitive, ordered process
suited to automation – in an ideal,
obstacle free world. But self-driving
cranes on a high density, urban
construction site? Would you want to

Hyped headlines like
‘THE ROBOTS ARE
COMING TO TAKE
OUR JOBS!’ are just
that - hyped headlines.
When robotics company Boston
Dynamics brought human sized
robots who could walk and climb to
the market, they focussed entirely
on strength and form. They terrified
market observers with their now
infamous designs, and went on to be
sold to Softbank by Alphabet Inc. in a
$500 million dollar acquisition.

There’s the cost of developing and
deploying both the hardware and the
software for automation. On top of
that is the cost of the labour. When
the supply and cost of workers are
cheap and plentiful, and the cost of
automation expensive and complex,
you’ll have a major adoption issue.
Economies of scale are reached only
when software and hardware reach
mass adoption.

Many in the robotics industry believe
it’s the cottage industry of bot-makers
who seem set to trump the market
by focusing on adoption first, and
functionality second.
Concerned with what the machines
look like, how they sound, and the
kind of personalities they have,
Mayfield Robotics in the US have hired
engineers from Pixar to make their

Robots replacing humans in manual
labour roles such as cleaning, road
sweeping, and fast food restaurant
service will be a reality, but it will
be done in stages and with very

robots friendlier. As they say on their
pre-order website HeyKuri, “for all the
things Kuri can do, there are plenty of
things Kuri won’t do. And that’s what
makes Kuri a great robot.”

niche focuses.

be the first to take this to the market?
holtbyturner.co.uk

Mayfield Robotics’ KURI.

Boston Dynamics Robot
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AI.
Intelligently
Innovating
Real Estate
By Richard Moss, Practice Leader, Technology & Central Operations
Holtby Turner Executive Search

Artificial intelligence
cannot, of itself, innovate.
To innovate is deeply
human. It is purposeful, it
requires intention, vision and
context, along with curiosity,
empathy and creativity –
not to mention domain and
market expertise.
This may sound obvious, but with
over-simplified headlines on complex
subjects like AI for example, the less
technical among us may be forgiven
for thinking innovation comes in a box
with a three-month free trial. Perhaps
the way Prop and Tech talk to each
other is to blame.
With an abundance of tech firms ready
to disrupt us in real estate, innovation
is no longer a holy grail; but is a
notoriously traditional, slow-moving
asset class like real estate ready to
transform at such speed?

Could the combined efforts of human

As New York University Associate

and artificial intelligence be the true

Professor and gaming expert Julian

propeller of innovation in real estate?

Togelius points out, “a revolutionary

In the future, artificial intelligence
technologies will undoubtedly
integrate into every industry and every
vertical there is. AI is already touching
how we live and work, think and
behave, and we are still sitting on the
very edge of its potential.
With super-charged productivity,
efficiency and scalability, automation
through AI is revolutionising business
operations and models. James Allen is
a partner in Bain’s London office and
author of their 2017 report The Firm Of
The Future. He predicts that just about
anything that can be automated, will
be automated by 2027. The cost of
not automating is so high to market

technology is just that: revolutionary.
To appreciate its potential, we need
to break out of thought patterns that
were formed when the technology did
not exist … The world is designed to
function without AI …and almost all our
products and businesses are designed
around the lack of effective AI.”
Three start-ups that will break us out
of our existing thought patterns in real
estate have sparked interest for their
disruptive use of AI. Each is applying a
different mode of artificial intelligence
to their product to serve very specific
parts of real estate. We spotlight
PropTech startups Habito, AskPorter
and Placemake.io.

positioning, he claims “transactional
activity will be almost entirely
automated; algorithms and machine
learning will simultaneously reduce the
need for routine interactions”.
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AskPorter:
The Arrival Of Real Estate’s
Friendliest Facilities Manager?
By Richard Moss, Practice Leader, Technology & Central Operations
Holtby Turner Executive Search

When Tom tried to find someone to manage the

PropTech start-up AskPorter is an AI
messaging platform that aims to improve
customer satisfaction across property and
facilities management. With an easy-touse conversational interface, AskPorter’s
chat based platform automates tasks,
notifications and reports which reduces the
amount of administration, along with the
cost of management.

properties, he realised that most of the job actually
involved connecting people to other people, or passing on
information largely based on a script. This insight, coupled
with a dose of shoddy customer service, opened his eyes
to the potential of AI-driven chat assistants. I had read that
AskPorter was inspired by Tom’s mum Pam, and wanted to
know if it was true.
“Mostly true yes”, AskPorter’s Founder & CEO Tom Shrive
explains. “We thought long and hard about whether to use
email in the service. But looking at how fast it was growing

Serial entrepreneurs, Tom Shrive and Sam Tassell were

in popularity, and how easy my 70-year-old mother found

friends from birth and grew up together. After university,

using WhatsApp, we settled on messaging (although we do

the pair both ended up working in agencies – Sam as a

work with email and voice too as a backup).”

lead developer for a prestigious design agency, and Tom,
a digital strategist working on accounts like ARM. In just

“I guess the other inspiration - as ridiculous as it may sound

less than a year from their first ‘shall we? shan’t we?’

- was Ironman and his assistant Jarvis. I reckon they’ve

conversation, they had raised £100,000 of investment and

been an inspiration for many of us looking at messaging -

secured a contract manufacturer for their wearable camera

Zuckerberg included. I reasoned that if all properties and

with a new kind of magnetic mount.

facilities had a helpful chat-bot assistant to take care of the
menial tasks (like unblocking a drain, or getting spare keys

The realities of taking on a market leader like GoPro with

cut) then it would reduce a lot of annoying tedious tasks on

a small budget became pretty real, pretty fast. So they

both sides.”

pivoted. AskPorter grew from multiple innovations and
iterations before it began to take shape (as is the case for

How did the idea of AskPorter make its way to real estate?

so many start-ups). After winning a place in the finals of

“We got some initial validation from the property world

Intel’s Make It Wearable competition in San Francisco, they

early on in our journey. Then that was followed by a large

completed an innovation course at Berkeley, University of
California, and immersed themselves in Silicon Valley’s start-

commercial property owner and manager requested to

up world. It was there, the idea for AskPorter emerged.

try the service – which was at that point still an MVP. They

Seeing artificial intelligence and chat-bot technology leap from

experienced in the family business, but on a much bigger

strength to strength, Sam and Tom starting thinking about

scale”, Tom revealed.

were looking for solutions to all the same problems I had

how these technologies could be put to use in a practical and

This gave them validation to keep going. “The more we

commercial way. These ideas coincided with Sam’s mother

built, so the platform became more exciting and adaptable.

wanting to leave the family’s property business.
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AskPorter CTO Sam Tassell (left) & CEO Tom Shrive (right)
Whilst it’s great that some of real estate’s biggest players

You join PiLabs cohort in January 2018 to help connect

have been interested in AskPorter this early on, there’s little

you to the broader real estate field. With your seed round

margin for error, “ he admits.

closing in August just gone, are you now primarily looking

How does AskPorter actually work?
At its core, AskPorter is a conversational, instant message
ticketing system which is managed by AI assistant, Porter.
Much like Amazon’s Alexa, Porter is constantly learning
and is made smart through connected skill-sets like
maintenance reporting, emergency handling, knowledgebase enquiries, IoT integration and even property search.
A lot of the questions Porter is asked are fairly common,
and so repetitive for a human to keep answering. But Porter
doesn’t get annoyed, he can’t get annoyed! What Porter’s

for strategic partnerships and joint-ventures?
“AskPorter would be nowhere near where it is now without
PiLabs, and we’re looking forward to working with them
in the new year. At the moment, you can either take a
product off the shelf, or we can adapt it for clients. As many
large operators have very specific needs, a one-size-fits-all
product only goes so far in the ways it can help.”
When Tom spoke about Porter being there to ‘help real
estate but not replace anyone’, I didn’t doubt him, but also
couldn’t help wondering if it would turn out to be true.

learning offers property businesses are incredible insights

When artificial intelligence is applied to human intelligence

across operations. To illustrate, a user asking when their

it should allow users to do ‘more with more’. It is designed

lease expires might indicate that they are looking to move,

to be a significantly better service than the existing human

or a particular contractor always seems to be revisiting jobs

solution. In an industry like real estate, the pie is not that

– these can all be date driven flags which help businesses

elastic, so market share gains are important.

operate more efficiently.

AI will put some people out of business, but I think we’re

Trying to have a sensible conversation with an AI bot of

too polite to say that in the UK. This is the nature of clever

any kind is hard work. What quirks and challenges of

innovations like AskPorter: they will in time, dramatically

developing this for AskPorter have you come across?

disrupt real estate, and it would be foolish to think

Sam and I wanted AskPorter to be the best instant

otherwise.

messaging and ticketing platform out there – which meant
a bespoke product, built from scratch. Yet some of the
biggest technical challenges have been people messing
around with Porter, and asking silly questions like “will

askporter.com

you marry me?” And prior to getting clients, a lack of data
meant that training Porter involved the team and a group
of volunteers asking Porter thousands of property-related
questions to build up his data pool.”
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© Habito

Habito.
Humanising
Artificial
Intelligence
By Richard Moss, Practice Leader, Technology & Central Operations
Holtby Turner Executive Search
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Richard Moss, Principal, Technology &
Central Operations, Holtby Turner Executive
Search in conversation with Daniel Hegarty,
Founder & CEO, Habito.
In a market worth £1.3 trillion, with just over 11 million
mortgages, the UK mortgage industry is the largest in
Europe, in terms of the amount lent each year, and the

prompted Daniel to begin building was has become Habito.
Today, Habito’s use of automation and artificial intelligence
simply doesn’t allow for the level of errors that Daniel
experienced. It also makes you wonder how the original
process got to be so hard and involve so many stakeholders
– from buyers to sellers, regulatory bodies to lenders with
surveyors and agents in-between.

total value of outstanding loans. Yet despite the money in

How do you make AI driven conversational bots feel more

the market, buying a home, or re-mortgaging one, remains

human, and trustworthy, than another person?

a headache from start to end no matter how it’s done –
online or offline.
It was a headache that turned into a nightmare for Daniel
Hegarty, Founder & CEO of PropTech start-up Habito. His
vision is to make getting a mortgage easier, cheaper, faster,
and more transparent – and in so doing, is disrupting a
trillion-pound mortgage market. Now, at just eighteen
months old, Habito raised a Series B in September - with
a round of £18.5 million from top VC fund Atomico - and
launched its first TV ad campaign on ITV, which is sure to
drive a high volume of traffic.
Habito’s beauty is it sounds so simple a business to build.
But building it, with such a tiny team in such a powerful
industry, was no simple venture. Richard Moss, Holtby
Turner Executive Search’s Principal for Technology & Central
Operations asked Daniel to share the story behind Habito
to learn how their use of artificial intelligence is innovating

One of the first things you notice with Habito is that it’s
jargon-free and has a calming, uncluttered design. We
decided at the outset, we would communicate with you –
our customers - like a person, because the only way to win
your trust is to build a business which puts your interests
first.
Where did you begin the design process?
Before we started Habito, the only way to receive mortgage
advice was over the phone or face-to-face. It was slow,
paper-based and prone to human error, frankly it was unfit
for the 21st century.
We knew technology could do this much better which is
why we took this huge step to revolutionise how consumers
apply for mortgages today. Our system brings robo-advice
to the mortgage market for the very first time.

real estate.

Habito’s Digital Mortgage Adviser (DMA) explores all the

With a house in London found, an offer accepted, deposit

employment, salary and personal life plans), and explains

good to go, and mortgage application submitted, the worst
should have been over. Until the mortgage application
was declined due to the broker listing Daniel once and his

key components of the customer’s financial life (such as
the impact of these on the kind of mortgage that will work
best for them. Then the algorithm uses real-time market
rates to calculate an indicative monthly payment, based on

partner twice on the application.

their circumstances and preferences.

A week later they went through it again - application

The design process involved conducting hundreds of

submitted, application declined - this time with Daniel
missing, and his partner listed twice. In Daniel’s own words,
“another week goes by. Application submitted, application
referred!? The lender needs three years of P60s … Our seller
starts to get impatient, threatens to pull out and wants to
see bank statements and credit reports. Our dream home
was fading from view while we’re buried in paperwork.
In the end we made it, thanks to some bike couriers and
sympathetic ears in the HR departments of old employers.”
“I couldn’t believe this was normal in the 21st century”
he continues, “until I looked at what was going on in the
market.” It was that personal point of customer pain that

customer interviews to allow us to understand what was
important to the consumer and what forms the basis of
great mortgage advice. Based on reiteration, testing, and
reiteration again as our methodology, we got evolving
customer insights on the product as we built and designed
our DMA.
How have your product team managed to humanise what
is essentially a tech process?
We humanise the technology by making it conversational
in tone. When you click on the DMA, you are welcomed, the
process is explained and the stages are simple to complete.
We actually slightly slowed the pace of the original DMA
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because our customer research showed people prefered to

But, people can be complicated and there are big trust

get the information as they would a conversation, and giving

issues with machines, even now. With the rise of products

all the information upfront was off-putting. Once they have

like Amazon’s Alexa people are getting more used to

done the DMA, customers can also talk to one our mortgage

the idea of conversational robots, but still one of our

experts (who are real humans!) via live-chat to confirm

challenges is showing that done right, AI, machine learning

they’re happy and ask any further questions they might

and algorithms can give consumers the ultimate power

have. We’ve found that these interactive features increase

of convenience over their finances at a fraction of the

consumer understanding and improve decision making.

traditional cost.

How did you set about accessing all the data you needed

When building Habito, how did you manage a continuous

amid the myriad of stakeholders in the property chain?

mode of innovating when still in the process of
establishing product-market fit?

Slowly! Three of us started in the kitchen of my house
and began to research and plot all the lenders and

Like a lot of start-ups, we use a lean methodology when

mortgage products in the UK (there are over 70 lenders’

it comes to innovating. It means that we are continually

and over 2011,000 products). It was an arduous process

tweaking, adding extra features, seeing if we can include

though, it took over a year and we are still developing our

other products. But as the site is live and functioning, with

technology. Given the complete lack of digital infrastructure

the numbers of customers using it growing every day, we

in the mortgage industry, even trivial things take serious

know we have market-fit.

engineering effort. We continue to expand our developer
team pretty rapidly to achieve our ambitions.

Launching Habito with a minimum viable product allowed

Technically, building the Habito platform must have been

Do they drop out of the process and why? This is critical

full of integration challenges. How did the mortgage

information for seeing if you have a viable business or not.

sector’s IT infrastructure cope with your highly complex

It also leads to a continuous mode of feedback - some of

algorithms and use of AI and machine learning?

our best product updates have, and continue to come from

us to test if and how customers use it, when, for how long.

customer suggestions.

Mortgage lenders in the UK are notorious for having
multiple, nebulous and often ancient technology systems

Where do you hope Habito will be in 10 years, and how will

that simply don’t have the ability to interact digitally with
other systems, so getting our system to interact successfully

it have disrupted the mortgage industry?

with lender’s systems, is still a challenge.

Our mission is to make the mortgage industry fairer, more

One of the more surprising challenges was not with the

would love for Habito to have helped prompt a cultural shift

building of the product (we always knew that was going to

in the way people think about mortgages - from them being

be hard) but with gaining consumer trust.

an expensive scary hassle - to being something that is as

accessible and more transparent. In 10 years’ time, we

easy to switch as your broadband or car insurance from the

Even on a good day, it’s difficult to navigate the complex

comfort of your home, and something you do in moments,

array of financial products we all have accumulated over

not weeks.

our lifetime. It’s daunting and unnecessarily repetitive, yet
we accept the norm and never fight for a better experience.

habito.com

We felt that an artificially-intelligent financial adviser
product, which is not sensitive to advertising and can do
the sums on all the incentives to see through to their real
value (or lack of) on your mortgage rate, would be easy to
sell to consumers. After all, few consumers relish getting
into the weeds with even the most basic financial service, so
what consumer would turn away from knowing that their
financial life is a solved problem?
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Trading Places - The Man
And Machine Behind
PlaceMake.io
By Richard Moss, Practice Leader, Technology & Central Operations
Holtby Turner Executive Search

consisting of black jeans and a black T-shirt. This is not for

Richard Moss, Principal, Technology &
Central Operations, Holtby Turner Executive
Search in conversation with Dr. Chlump
Chatkupt, Founder and CEO, PlaceMake.io

PR or to create an impression. Chlump, just like Zuckerberg,
simply can’t be bothered to waste brain energy on deciding
what to wear. This sensibility aligns with a life philosophy of
owning as little as possible. However, this doesn’t mean that
the 34-year-old CEO isn’t commercially minded.

Of all of the startups that are poised to disrupt real estate,
PlaceMake.io may be the most exciting. Set to revolutionise
from the ground up how we make investments and
decisions, manage assets, and build, develop, and run cities,
PlaceMake.io has major players in the industry queuing
to test its AI technologies.
PlaceMake.io aims to “serve as the underlying infrastructure
for all location and mobility applications”. Think beyond

“AI should serve all - especially
the most vulnerable and
disadvantaged populations.”
Chlump Chatkupt

Uber and property platforms and almost every single brickand-mortar business.
There’s not a huge amount online about PlaceMake.io, so we
reached out to its Founder and CEO, Dr. Chlump Chatkupt,

The ethos behind the founding of PlaceMake.io was to make
a difference, to contribute to society and solve meaningful
problems for as many people as possible. Anyone with

who took time to answer some questions for us.

an interest in location and mobility would find value in
Chlump’s work. His mission is “to help location industries

Chlump holds a PhD in Mathematics from LSE, an MA

to learn from their data and to build better, more efficient,

in Philosophy from NYU, and a BA in Economics from

smarter industries and cities”. As it stands, that help is

Northwestern University. He stands out from the suits and

already fairly extensive.

boots in real estate with long hair and a regimental attire
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“As AI systems improve,
accelerating returns
will accrue to those who
effectively leverage AI, and
conversely, those who fail to
take advantage will face an
ever widening gap.”
Chlump Chatkupt
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PlaceMake.io can, for instance, help real-estate developers

Processes that are currently inefficient, expensive,

and investors to identify which markets could yield optimal

unscientific, and manual — everything from the development

returns — and why, when, and by how much — in addition

of investment strategy and forecasting to site selection and

to helping everyone from logistics firms to city managers.

portfolio optimisation — can be simplified and streamlined
and, in time, automated.

PlaceMake.io develops AI technologies to solve the most
challenging location and mobility problems by enabling

The result is simply, an AI-driven real-estate hedge fund in a

augmented decision-making.

box, a foundation upon which even more can be built.

Described as Bloomberg or Google for location and mobility,

Aggregating location and mobility data and leveraging all

PlaceMake.io aggregates massive amounts of heterogeneous

of that information by means of AI and machine learning

traditional and nontraditional signals from multiple sources,

— all with beauty and ease — constitute a no-brainer for

yielding a unified data platform, and leverages AI and

the industry. Yet, could PlaceMake.io’s use of data be a

machine-learning algorithms to hunt for hidden patterns and

global game changer that affects, not just property, but

signals.

society itself?

PlaceMake.io technologies enable a user easily and

In short, yes. A bold statement? Perhaps, but many see

quickly to perform large-scale quantitative analyses and

the city as an organism, determined and influenced by

forecasting; build dynamic models; interact with data via

its inhabitants, but simultaneously, those inhabitants are

intuitive visualisations; leverage robust indices; and exploit

determined and influenced by the city.

algorithmically generated insights, such as the identification
of up-and-coming areas, the detection of undervalued assets,
or the optimal distribution of establishments.

“AI and similar technologies
are merely instruments, and
it is up to us to determine and
control how they are used.”
Chlump Chatkupt
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According to Chlump, applying AI and machine learning and
constantly updating data-driven algorithms will give property
professionals tremendous new powers in time. But Richard
Moss wonders is that a good thing, or might it run a risk of
segmenting society even more with home ownership ‘haves
and have nots’?
“As in social, economic, and political systems, the real
problem here is the concentration and asymmetric allocation
of power, and our aim should be to guard against such an
inequity. AI and similar technologies are merely instruments,
and it is up to us to determine and control how they are
used. Fortunately, these instruments have the capacity also
to democratise and reallocate power, create opportunities,
and promote welfare.”
In terms of commercial partnerships, where do you see
PlaceMake.io fitting best in real estate?
I feel a solidarity with everyone and see everyone as a

Chlump Chatkupt, Founder PlaceMake.io ©

potential partner. We are always looking to incorporate
new or alternative data signals and set up partnerships
that pertain to data management, data exchange, and data
operations. Other partnerships might involve the sharing of
new technologies (such as an innovative database design),
new kinds of sales channels, or the integration of services
(such as those that bridge B2B and B2C).
Ultimately, our sensibility is simple: we would welcome
anyone who shares our vision of leveraging AI and data to
build a better world that serves all of us. The ideal partner
has rich domain-specific data, such as cap rates or rents,
or generates an alternative data set, such as ride-sharing
patterns, that can supplement or serve as an implicit signal
of domain-specific interests; industry insights that can

Some of the transformations that PlaceMake.io hopes
to achieve include an AI-driven interactive computing
environment that enables large-scale modelling, backtesting,
forecasting, and analysis across markets; asset types;
geographies; economic events; macro cycles; and time
scales and that is more accessible and ubiquitous than the
Bloomberg terminal as well as a location-mobility stack in
the manner of Google or AWS that serves as the underlying
infrastructure for all location and mobility applications.
We hope to serve all location industries, such as real estate,
retail, advertising, urban planning and developing, city
management, transportation, logistics, and telecoms.

inform the development of technologies and indices; and

By adopting a scientific data-driven approach to such

exposure to and extensive networks in real estate and

industries, we aim to simplify and enhance individual

adjacent verticals.

and collective decision making, develop and influence

By 2027, what positive transformation do you hope
PlaceMake.io will have made?
As celebrated AI scientist Andrew Ng recently observed: “AI
is the new electricity.” AI will be pervasive, foundational,
and integrated into daily life and holds the potential
to upend entire industries. As AI systems improve,
accelerating returns will accrue to those who effectively
leverage AI, and conversely, those who fail to take
advantage will face an ever widening gap.

socioeconomic policy (for example, affordable housing, and
so on), and foster a love of and an engagement with spaces.
Beyond improving businesses, AI can be used also to solve
sociopolitical problems (such as gerrymandering, redlining,
and so on), advance epidemiology and disease control,
support the management and tracking of food supplies and
harvests, and assist in humanitarian efforts, such as those
that concern large-scale migration and refugees.
AI should serve all - especially the most vulnerable and
disadvantaged populations.

AI will enhance performance and efficiency, reduce costs,
create new markets and opportunities, enhance the built
environment, and revolutionise the art of placemaking.
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“Ultimately, what we do is shaped by our
constraints, our circumstances, and our values.
The fundamental question in any endeavour is to
determine the world that we want and then, given
our constraints and circumstances, to determine
how to engineer such a world, all while guarding
against malignant consequences. In a word,
conscience must be our counsel.”
Chlump Chatkupt
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In his PropTech 3.0 report, Andrew Baum claims, “idealism

any endeavour is to determine the world that we want and

appears to infect the drive towards smart buildings, the

then, given our constraints and circumstances, to determine

shared economy movement and real estate FinTech”. He

how to engineer such a world, all while guarding against

then questions if the shared economy is a social ideal with

malignant consequences. In a word, conscience must be

no future, and wonders if houses will be traded online, or if

our counsel.

it is too risky to take out the traditional advisor.
What are your thoughts on these points? Are you an
idealist?
While popular sensibilities may play a role, the general
trends seem to be driven less by idealism, whatever that
means, than by the prevailing needs. With climate change
looming as one of our greatest existential threats, energy
efficiency and sustainability more generally will become
increasingly important.
The sharing economy fosters some benefits, such as the
more efficient use of under-utilised resources and the
promotion of a sense of community, but also bears harms,
such as the exploitation of local economies with the transfer
of wealth from them and individuals to corporations. Other
harms include the transfer of risk from corporations to
workers, the weakening of labour protections, the promotion
of precarious employment, and the suppression of wages.
It is crucial to get at the fundamental questions without
confusing the issues. What makes a traditional advisor
necessary or not? Does the asset class exhibit the
properties that make it amenable to being traded online?
Whether or not a traditional advisor is needed to manage a
particular asset class is orthogonal to the importance of the
asset class, and whether or not an asset class is important is
orthogonal to the medium in which it is transacted.
Ultimately, what we do is shaped by our constraints, our

How much do data results and mathematical truths
impact your own vision and the innovation that underpins
PlaceMake.io?
A preoccupation with innovation can keep one from
producing truly radical ideas and instead tie one precisely to
what innovation is meant to subvert, namely, history.
Our work, approach, and ethos resemble those of the
mathematician, the physicist, or the computer scientist,
and our aim is to identify and characterise the fundamental
structures, patterns, and dynamics of our world and of our
interactions with it.
We aggregate and study as much data and evidence as we
can; take an interdisciplinary approach and borrow from
mathematics, physics, computer science, and other fields;
engineer features; build mathematical models; devise
algorithms; test hypotheses; prove results; experiment;
and iterate. Essentially, we take a scientific approach to the
world of location and mobility and build the environment
and tools that allow others to do the same.
The goal must always be a profounder understanding, and
what counts is not so much innovation, but investigation.
Understanding must come first. All of the rest, including
innovation, comes later.
placemake.io

circumstances, and our values. The fundamental question in
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Who Will Lead
Our Robots?
By Toby Turner, Managing Director
Holtby Turner Executive Search
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In the future, with continued
exponential growth in
technology, the scope of
robotics and cognitive
intelligences will dramatically
increase. Whatever can
be automated, will be
automated - why would
we not wish to increase
efficiencies in real estate
wherever possible? With
Brexit looming, it’s debatable
we even have a choice.
Cleo Folkes, a Research Manager at
St Martins Management Corporation,
made a very good point when we
spoke. “What I have noticed” Cleo said,
“is that people wary of change in real
estate, merely become late adopters.

So where does that leave us in real

topic in almost every conversation we

estate?

have with CEOs in the industry.

Through artificial intelligence,

Do the answers lie in mergers? Or

McKinsey estimates a 9% automation

acquiring start-ups? Or hiring a Head

potential in the management and

of Innovation? Or is the answer in

development of people, and 18% for

intrapreneurship, as we explored

jobs which ‘apply expertise to decision

earlier?

making, planning, or creative work’.
As things stand with technology
capabilities in 2017, AI is ideal for
well-defined activities, but as McKinsey
points out, “humans still need to

checks for solutions.”

Humans where
they’re best, machines
for the rest

With open-source software that

This is the motto of US start-up B12

determine the proper goals, interpret
results, or provide common-sense

anyone can access and build with,
Orchestra makes it easy to see why
Bain believes by the end of 2027, most
business activity will be automated or

But adopt they do.” Indeed.

outsourced. As The Firm Of The Future

According to McKinsey’s insight report,

leading to a vast reduction in the

Where Machines Could Replace Humans

number of traditional managers”,

– And Where They Can’t (Yet), “49% of

predicting “employees will have no

the activities that people are paid to

permanent bosses, but will instead

do in the global economy have the

have formal mentors who help guide

potential to be automated by adopting

their careers from project to project.”

currently demonstrated technology.”
In July, RICS wrote in The Impact of
Emerging Technologies On The Surveying
Profession, that “surveying appears
to be an industry in which 88% of the
core tasks are ripe for automation to a

states, “teams will be self-managed,

How this all translates to the job of
managing people in real estate we
don’t know. What is clear is that a
new style of leadership will appear,
innovating the very core of career

greater or lesser degree.”

development. “Some [career] tracks

For leaders in real estate, the key

management of routine processes,”

question will be where and how

authors of The Firm Of The Future claim,

to unlock value, given the cost of

“while others, just as highly prized, will

replacing human talent with machines.

value the coaching and development

The bulk of these benefits may not

of apprentices as they migrate from

directly come from reducing staffing

one role to another.”

costs, but rather from increasing
productivity through a lower margin
of errors, higher output and increased
levels of quality, safety, stability and
speed.

holtbyturner.co.uk

will recognize and reward the efficient

who build websites with the help
of ‘friendly bots’. Human designers,
account managers and copywriters
do a lot of the work, but not the
coordination – that’s done by their
open-source software program called
Orchestra.
Orchestra conducts swarms of
freelancers and bots to complete
projects. When a client needs
something done to their website, say
a blog uploaded, Orchestra generates
a new Slack group; this identifies
who’s able to carry out specific tasks,
before then allocating the work in the
correct order both to freelancers and
automated processes (aka bots).
From here, Orchestra creates a
hierarchy of workers who then
check and feedback on each other’s
work. Demonstrating brilliantly not
just how AI and humans are able
to work in harmony on projects,
Orchestra also shows us that even
the management of work will be

Innovation has never been more
important to real estate. It’s no wonder
that finding talented innovators to
transform organisations is a recurring
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Innovation The Future
of PropTech
By James Dearsley,
Partner at PropTech Consult

Why is everyone talking
about PropTech?

Property is not the first industry to undergo this digital

The simple answer to this is because it’s changing the

the results of this transformation can be; the ups and the

guidelines of ‘best practice’ in almost every fragment of the

downs, the winners and the losers - Spotify vs. HMV, Netflix

industry. What started off as an experiment, just a handful

vs. DVD distributors. So, as property moves forward, what

of people asking ‘what if?’, has become an internationally

role is PropTech going to play? How does the industry best

recognised transformation, proven by the fact that

harness the power that it is being provided? How does it

the University of Oxford have a just released their first

deal with the potential pitfalls? And is it, in any way, a threat

academic report into the PropTech industry, curated by

to the average property professional?

transformation, and in fact, the truth is it’s pretty far
behind. One only has to look at music and film to see what

Professor Andrew Baum.

Slow to adopt, cautious to advance.

First things first, let’s nail down what PropTech actually
is. We’ve been working for a long time without a solid

It’s not an understatement to assert that PropTech is the

definition but, finally, Professor Baum and I put our heads

most significant thing to happen to the property industry

together to develop one that can standardise stakeholders’

is the past 20 or 30 years. I say this confidently because

understanding of the industry:

of one key quality that it, as an industry, possesses. Most
innovations, advancements or changes in the property

“PropTech is one small part of the wider digital

industry only target audiences on one side of the deal;

transformation of the property industry. It describes a

either the professionals or the consumers. PropTech,

movement driving a mentality change within the real estate

however, targets both.

industry and its consumers regarding technology driven
innovation in the data assembly, transacting, and design of

Now, although this is a key reason for its success and

buildings and cities” (suggested by Baum & Dearsley, 2017).

growth, it is also what makes the relationship between
tradition and technology so complicated. The residential

On a practical level, PropTech is the arm of property which

market was the first to react, just ahead of the dot.com

essentially deals in the development of tools and solutions

boom when we saw the rapid ascent of online portals such

to streamline, enhance or make accessible the process of

as Zoopla.

buying, letting and managing property.
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In those early days, these customer facing PropTech

don’t have the luxury of time; they literally can’t afford to

companies were widely reported, both wrongly and rightly,

wait for industry to catch on and so they fold. If anyone out

to be disrupting and potentially sidelining the property

there sees this as a good thing, I would remind them that

professional. As a result, the industry grew wary of

we operate in an industry that is consumer driven, more

PropTech; this feeling of mistrust remains to this day.

and more so every day. If traditional property firms don’t

This distrust is entirely understandable, but it has stood
in the way of the industry being educated on what it is

offer what they want, they know they can find it elsewhere probably online.

PropTech can do. Because these early developments

This leads me to a really important point. There is a

were so dominant, so soon, they effectively threatened

common misconception that PropTech is an all or nothing

the sector’s professionals, and closed the door to the very

thing, but it simply isn’t true. Traditional firms don’t have

people developing superb tech solely to help property

to let PropTech take over every aspect of their business.

professionals work faster and close more deals.

Rather, it offers property professionals an incredible array

This cautious approach has slowly been opening up, but
as PropTech advances, we are fast approaching a tipping
point. One could argue that all of modern civilisation is
undergoing this digital revolution; if property professionals
don’t embrace at least some aspects of PropTech, they

of tools and solutions to pick and choose from, so they use
whatever they believe will help them be the best they can
be. Not everything is for everyone, but it’s vital to be aware
of what’s on offer. I think communicating this message is
something that the PropTech industry can improve on.

are very quickly going to fall behind. Consumers are

Finally, I want to finish on something that I find myself

demanding a better, more personalised service which is

preaching about every week: the digital transformation of

on-demand and instant; just as they do their music, their TV

the built environment.

consumption and their communications.

PropTech is not the end of the story. The property industry

If the industry as a whole fails to adapt its mentality and

is made up of a huge amount of smaller industries.

start looking forward, the opportunities will start slipping

PropTech is only one of these. But it doesn’t stop there:

away. PropTech companies, just like all companies, need

the digital transformation of the built environment is not

active customers in order to succeed. A lot of the most

only down to PropTech, because PropTech is just one

exciting tech is coming out of small, startup companies who

small facet.
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“The time is already here to stop
paying all of our attention to
PropTech, and instead start talking
about the Digital Transformation.
That way, a more holistic view of
property is possible.”
James Dearsley,
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I am a firm believer that the time is already here to stop
paying all of our attention to PropTech, and instead start
talking about the Digital Transformation. That way, a more
holistic view of property is possible.
To gain this holistic knowledge of the industry and
where it’s going, professionals need to be looking
beyond PropTech. The property industry is only the most
valuable asset class in the world because of countless
side industries thriving. Construction, finance, transport,
connectivity, virtual reality, robotics. They all play a part in
the future of property and a working knowledge of all of
them will be a priceless asset to any property professional.
Otherwise, not only might they miss out on opportunities,
they might be left behind altogether.
To highlight this, I’ll steal a quote from Bill Gates:
‘We always overestimate the change that will occur in the
next two years and underestimate the change that will occur
in the next ten. Don’t let yourself be lulled into inaction.’
On top of that, let’s add Andrew Baum’s quote from his
recent PropTech 3.0 report: “...we should also differentiate
between endogenous or internal PropTech...and the
broader impact of exogenous technology...autonomous
vehicles and artificial intelligence on buildings, cities and the
entire built environment...”
These two quotes work hand in hand to perfectly illustrate
why being aware of so many industries is so vital. Over
the next two years we are going to see a continuation of
process improvement across all property sectors - nothing
too disruptive - much of which will be delivered by the
PropTech industry. But the 10 year scope sees completely
unrelated companies and industries making an impact.
Autonomous vehicles, artificial intelligence and blockchain
are just three examples.
Without an open and optimistic mentality towards
technology’s role in property, we are, on so many levels,
risking our own success as well as that of the entire market.

proptechconsult.com
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Who To Follow.
What To Read.
Where To Go.
An Insider’s Guide To Digital Disruption
By Mark Bailey, Director of Service Delivery
Holtby Turner Executive Search

People & Blogs To Follow

Eddie Holmes @eddie_holmes

Marc Vlessing @marcvlessing

Digital Transformation, PropTech &

CEO @ Pocket Living

Antony Slumbers @antonyslumbers

Investment Specialist @ PropTech

pocketliving.com

Digital Transformation Strategist @
Estates Today
antonyslumbers.com
Christian Faes @ChristianFaes
Co-founder & CEO @ LendInvest
lendinvest.com
Dan Hegarty @dh_habito
Founder & CEO @ habito

Consult
proptechconsult.com

Nick Katz FRICS @NicholasKatz

Faisal Butt

Splittable)

Entrepreneur, Founder & CEO, Spire

helloacasa.com

Ventures and Founder & Chairman,
Pi Labs

propertyindustryeye.com

Henry Pryor @HenryPryor
Leading Property Commentator &

Dan Hughes @PropertyDanH

Pryor

Director of Data & Information

henrypryor.com

Independent Buying Agent @ Henry

rics.org/uk

James Dearsley @jamesdearsley

Daniel Mohamed @UrbanIntelUK

proptechconsult.com

Founder & MD @ Urban Intelligence

Rayhan Rafiq Omar @RayProptech
PropTech Entrepreneur & Reporter

faisalbutt.com

habito.com

Products & PropTech lead @ RICS

Co-founder & CEO @ Acasa (formerly

Partner at PropTech Consult

Tom Bloxham @TomBloxhamMBE
Chair of @Urban_Splash
urbansplash.co.uk

Watch & Listen
Andreessen Horowitz is one of the

urbanintelligence.co.uk

Jonas Haberkon @propteqnews

world’s most successful venture capital

PropTeq

firms. Their excellent and diverse

Dominic Wilson @Dom7Wilson

propteq.com

podcasts cover investments, startups,

Managing Partner @ Pi Labs

and new tech, with zero jargon. The

pilabs.co.uk

Josh Artus @Josh_Artus

podcast (and blog) features compelling

Director @ The Centric Lab

conversations about science, global

Dror Poleg @drorpoleg

thecentriclab.com

politics, and commercial trends,

Real Estate & Technology Executive,
Commentator & Author @ Poleg
poleg.net

Juliette Morgan @Juliettemorgan
Head of Campus @ British Land
britishland.com

featuring business leaders, investors
and start-up founders. Must-listen,
especially for in investment executives.
a16z.com/podcasts/
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PropTech Podcast

TechTent

Creative Confidence: Unleashing the

Hosted by Eddie Holmes and James

The BBC World Service’s lively and

Creative Potential Within Us All by

Dearsley this brilliantly British podcast

down-to-earth weekly tech review

David Kelley (IDEO Founder)

covers all areas of PropTech and the

features global news, interviews and

property lifecycle. An easy and often

analysis presented by the wonderful

entertaining podcast this offers all

Rory Cellan-Jones.

you need to know across commercial,

bbc.co.uk/programmes/

Ventures)

transacting and occupation.

Inside Outside Innovation
Hosts Brian Ardinger and Josh Berry
bring highlights from inside and
outside Silicon Valley, with companies
discussing the latest in innovation
and innovative cultures. Voted one of
the 10 Best Podcasts for Designers &

Newsletters on Technology, Design,
Entrepreneurship and Innovation:

What To Read

Fast Company, Co.Design, Crunchbase,

The Signals Are Talking: Why Today’s
Fringe Is Tomorrow’s Mainstream by
Amy Webb (Acclaimed Futurist, Adjunct
Professor at NYU Stern School of

The Innovator’s Dilemma by Dr Clayton

insideoutside.io

Christensen (Harvard Professor &

Mark Bidwell and Roddy Millar

Thinkers50 No.1 Management Thinker
in the World)
Small Data by Martin Lindstrom (Trend

intrapreneurial world. Although many

Prediction Expert, Time 100 Influencer)

audience, their stories and struggles
are universal and make for a thought
provoking podcast, especially to CEOs
looking to create a strong innovative
culture.
innovationecosystem.com/podcast
TEDTalks Technology
Technology-themed mini-lectures
from TED’s back catalogue are perfect
coffee-break viewing. Subjects span
data, AI, global trends and the best of

Review, IDEO Blog, Management
Today, Quartz, TCN UK, TechCrunch
and Wired.

Where To Go
SPD PropTech Insights hosted by
Shared Property Data, monthly events

have truly A-grade guests from the
will be new names to a real estate

Hacker News, Harvard Business

Business)

Innovators by Inc. Magazine.

Innovation Ecosystem

Test New Ideas in Just Five Days by
Jake Knapp (Design Partner @ Google

residential, planning, construction,
soundcloud.com/proptechconsult

Sprint: How To Solve Big Problems &

Machine, Platform, Crowd: Harnessing
Our Digital Future by Andrew McAfee
& Erik Brynjolfsson (Professors @
Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Creativity, Inc by Ed Catmull
(President, Pixar & Walt Disney
Animation Studios)

in London
FUTURE: PropTech 2018, May 2018,
London
Propteq Europe 2018 - Property
Technology & Innovation Summit, May
2018, London
ULI UK Tech Conference - June 2018,
London

Dangerous Ideas by Professor Alf Rehn
(Thinkers50 Distinguished Award in
Innovation)

the brilliant and bizarre in innovation.
ted.com/topics/technology
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The UK’s Largest Real Estate Search Specialists
Trusted for 18 years, Holtby Turner Executive Search is the first choice for many of the
foremost firms within real estate and construction. We source, secure and develop senior
professionals and are valued for our rigorous search process and sector expertise. Our
bespoke leadership development programmes drive client profitability by optimising the
productivity, motivation and commitment of their people. We were recently rewarded for
service excellence by the acclaimed Association of Executive Search & Leadership Consultants.

Leading Executive Search Across Innovation & Digital
Having invested in research, strategic partnerships and company growth, Holtby Turner
Executive Search now leads within real estate, offering dedicated search across all
aspects of digital delivery, from technology to innovation.

International Offices. Global Perspectives.
Holtby Turner Executive Search has extensive in-country knowledge and international
networks. In 2016, we established partnerships with respected specialist real estate executive
search firms around the world. They include Keller Augusta in Boston & New York, PMCi in
Germany, DVA Executive in Paris and The Laurus Group in Asia-Pac.
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Toby Turner, Managing Director
Alexandra Miller, Director & Practice Leader, Development
Ed Blyth, Practice Leader, Infrastructure & Construction
Richard Moss, Practice Leader, Technology & Central Operations
Mark Bailey, Director of Service Delivery
,
4-6 York Street, London, WIU 6QD
+44 (0) 203 371 6680
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